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JUDGE WHITMAN'S CHARGE.
that these three tests were equal to the testi testify. The fact now goes to his credibility. tock hold of the hands, said they were cold; bossee House; he left next morning at about
mony of three witnesses. But you, gentle Counsel then read an authority, that a jury and that he was dead, did not say that he 9 o’clk, in wagon alone; that was not the first
He congratulated the Jury that their ardu
Counsel for ous duties were about closing—if satisfied of
men are to be the judges. There is an un would not be justified in convicting upon such recognized him; this was before the body was time I had seen him playing.
IS P U B L I S H E D W E E K L Y , BY
removed; examined particularly the space, government objected to testimony as irrele the guilt of the prisoner it is their duty to
certainty as to the appearance of the matter testimony.
HIRAM W . J E W E L L 6c Co.
The government say, he is corroborated by within 5 minutes afterthe body was removed, vant. (Court ruled the evidence to be inad convict, having no regard to the consequences
examined. But you must go still farther back.
of conviction.
Office, in Palmer & Williamson’s Block,...Watcr Street. They have not identified the matter examin other testimony: but is it so? We contend between the wood and the top of the ceiling; missible.)
Henry Smith, called and sworn.— Was ac
ed, and tested by experiment, with the con he is not corroborated. The next ground ta it,was two feet and a half, not three feet; ex
He proceeded as follows :—
T e r m s . ...One Dollar and Fifty cent#, in advance. If
tents of the stomach removed.
We do not ken is, that deft, had the motive to commit amined it because it had been said it better quainted with deceased: saw hitn some two
The
government had endeavored to prove
not paid in advance, Two Dollars will be charged.
(}C£*Any person who will obtain six subscribers, and re know them to be the same. Again, we can the crime—was in embarrassed circumstances be done to see how the body could be carried or three hours on Friday eve. previous to his the prisoner guilty of murder; if the Jury
mit the money, shall receive a seventh copy gratis.
not tell what changes may have been produc — wanted money—but have they proved that over it; wood sloped toward the cellar stairs; death; at the Cobbossee House; as late as 1 believe the testimony sufficient to prove him
(if'So subscription will be received for a less term than ed by an exposure to the air.
Again, it is he was pressed for payment? that any one keep a store next door; assisted in making a or 2 o’clk. (The evidence was objected to. thus guilty, they will convict, if not, they
eix months.
Court said it must be stated what was expect must acquit. There vvere four counts in the
QCJ-Advertisements conspicuously inserted on the most testified that there was brandy in the contents ever sued him? We shall show that at this schedule from the books.
reasonable terms.
when removed, and none when examined by time, when they prove an indebtedness of C ross examined.—Not there when body ed to be proved. Counsel said he expected indictment; it was not necessary that all
Prof. Loomis. Again, it is said that one about 83000, he had due him something like was taken out; don’t know that the wood was to prove he was up late at night, drinking, these should be made out—they were intro
drop of prussic acid is sufficient to produce $S000, on notes and accounts, besides his thrown from behind the door in order to re and had those habits from which sudden duced to cover the case ; the jury may convict
Court said the on one and acquit on another, or acquit on
death. We ought then to be satisfied, be other personal property—that his practice was move the body; Saturday the first time I in death might be expected.
yond a reasonable doubt, that none was plac not falling off—that he charged $2500 within terrogated Flint; was at the platform at Wil question might be put.] Witness then stated all if all fail of proof. One count is that the
SU PREM E JUDICIAL COURT— KEN N EBEC COUNTY. ed there after the removal and before the ex three months previous to this transaction—the liams’ tavern ; I made frequent inquiries of that he did not see him drink,but that he was murder is committed by blows on the head;—
periments were made.
Again, the morbid idea, therefore, of his desire to borrow $2,000 him because the Dr. was suspected and I then intoxicated; think I did not remain with this the government did not attempt to sus
Trial of VALORUS P. COOLIDGE,
appearances of the system have been referred of Gilman, and of the boatman Gray, is pre wished the facts to come out; had conversa hitn until 3 o’clk in the morning, although I tain, but on the contrary to prove death by
FOR THE MURDER OF
to, but the witnesses of the government tell posterous and absurd. We shall introduce, tion with him the day the watch was found ; might have so remained; think he was quite poison, before the wounds were made. Upon
you there is not much reliance to be placed as we have already, evidence of character.— coaid not state any lime when any one else as much disguised as I ever saw him; he ex- the first count therefore, the jury must acquit.
EDW ARD M ATHEW S.
upon these appearances— might have been Counsel then read from authorities, tkat this vvq)S present; stopped at Williams’ tavern hibited large sums of money to me when no The charge the government had brought tes
(C ontinued.)
produced in a case of apoplexy. Again, one species of evidence was of great importance Wednesday and Thursday nights after de one else was present; when I first saw him he timony to prove was that of death by poison ;
witness states that the same appearances in cases of circumstantial evidence. If there cease, and I think I did on Monday night; on was in front of the house; he invited me into and it would not be necessary therefore to
SIXTH DAY— Monday, March 20.
would be exhibited if the acid was introduced is want of motive, then how important is his off Wednesday night I slept in the room with the house; John Shackford and seme others charge on the other counts. To prove this,
Joseph Freeman, called again. Saw de after death. Was not this body so exposed good character. We shall show that from deft., Baker, and Flint; we were all in the were present in the room with us; don’t re the evidence in this case is, as it usually is in
ceased on Thurseay about 8 P. M. of tbe same j that it might have been introduced subsequent early youth he has sustained a good charac- rotjm making out a schedule. Court here in collect that there was anything to drink in the such cases, circumstantial. It can be posi
evening preceding his decease. I met him to the decease. But the odor is relied upon, ter—that he brought it with him to his late terposed, and stated that the Counsel was room; James M. McCurdy was in the room ; tive only when seen by witness at the mo
coming out of the bar-room door; going in the j Convict a man, gentlemen, upon proof of an place of residence—that he maintained it! pressing his own witness rather rigorously.— he is my clerk.
ment of committal. If the train of circum
direction of the Parker House.
! odor. But the witnesses do not agree. Some there—and ask if you can believe him guilty Prisoner talked about the affair; said he iho’t ' Edwin Noyes, Esq.,called and sworn.—
stances proved by credible testimony point
Amasa J. Dingley, called again.
Dr. say they discovered it in one place, some in of this crime? Gentlemen, this is our de-i it a haYd case that he should be persecuted Was presenUat deft’s office on Monday eve., undoubtingly to the prisoner, you are to deern
have such testimony conclusive. If all circumCoolidge came out of the back office on Thurs- another, some not at all. Will you rely upon fence. If we make it out, as we expect to do, | and accused of murder, on Thursday night according to my impression, itmight
dav preceding decease, a week before, and {their recollection.
Again, there are other to your entire satisfaction, we shall expect a Baker was doing nothing particular; did been Tuesday; Mr. Evans, Flint and Chan statial testimony were rejected, and none but
not see Baker and defendant in his office af dler were present; Flint was called by us for positive admitted, the ends of justice would
said the back office would be a good place to ; substances that have the same odor—to wit: verdict in favor of the prisoner.
Counsel for deft, here offered the certifi ter the death.
dissect; might keep the body in a cask in the j the oil of bitter almonds. Again, they testify
the purpose of examining the office; he stat- be often and easily defeated, for the perpetraSam’l Brown, called and sworn.—Reside ed he was in the office on Thursday evening; tors of crime always seek concealment. The
closet; I asked him if it would not smell; he, | that this is an extremely volatile acid, more cate of physicians before the inquest to show
said it would not smell; he said it would notl j easily discovered immediately afterthe death, cause of the death. Counsel for government in Buckfield; first acquainted with prisoner in he said he went there to examine authorities; safety of society requires that credible testi
if sufficient spirit were used; saw a srnal and yet no odor was discovered when the objected to its introduction. Court said it the fall of 1841 ; pursued his professional said blinds and curtains were open; the time mony of a circumstantial character should be
cask with wooden hoops after the decease of body was first opened. Only that of brandy, might be offered for the purpose of contradic- j studies there, with the exception of the time he remained there was the same as he has admitted to bring the offender to justice.
Mathews; one with iron hoops there before, then. But sixty hours afterwards il was dis- ting their statement here. Mr. Evans—we j lie was absent in Hanover, attending to his now stated; he pointed out the acid bottles as
The Judge charged the jury that the gov
he pursued his studies at in the same place as the morning of decease ; ernment was bound to satisfy them that Ed
his decease; can’t tell how long before.
j covered. But, gentlemen, having proved that expect to show a variance in their testimony:! medical studies
Cross examined.— Casks about size of half the wownds were inflicted after death, if you that they stated before the inquest that the i Buckfield with hi: uncle; was well acqunint- he then pointed out the brandy bottle ns the ward Mathews came to his death by artificial
barrel, kept where other loose articles wer# are not satisfied of the existence of prussic wounds might have caused the death: that ed with him until he removed to Waterville, same; in its condition, was the same as on and not by natural means ; the law requires
in 1844,’! think; his character was good; very1the morning of the decease; said it had de that, by whosoever hands the deed was done,
kept; recollected this after I testified before; acid at the lime of the death, if you entertain here they have said, that they did not.
The Chief Justice said, upon a comparison good; kept school once in our town.
! creased for several days previous; can’t say to be murder, it must have been done with
no one has reminded me of it; did not testify to a reasonable doubt, you must
stophere,
John Simmonds, called and sworn.— Re-; that he told of his removing the said bottles; malice prepense, or malice aforethought; but
about the subject before the jury
of inquest; . there is an end to the case.
I might stop of the testimony of Plaisted before the inquest,
did not recollect it then; have been conversed here, but the importance of the case requires with that here stated, that they did not per side in Canton in this State; have resided j pointed out the different localities in the of- law did not give that definition to malice
there 40 years ; deft, was born in Canton; I fice; don’t recollect about the fire in the stove; which it receives in the ordinary acceptation;
with twice about this; Edward Getchell pres- that I should go farther. If you are satisfied ceive anv difference.
Testimony waived by counsel for defend knew him from his birth up to 1841, when he; think that he said that he discovered nothing an attempt to rob and murder implied a dia
ent one time when I was conversed with; | that the deceased came to his death by poiwas 21 years of age: he went as 1 understood unusual in the office next morning—I am as- bolical intent, which conformed lo the defini
don’t recollect that he was charged to keep ; son, did the deft, administer it ? In cases of ant.
Oliver Paine, was then called.— He hat]': from Canton to Buckfield; I saw him there! signee of the deft, to such of his creditors as tion of the law, although the offender had no
the matter secret; I was; parts of Flint’s testi-! circumstantial evidence they must exclude
mony were read over to us, at the Parker; every other hypothesis, I exclude the testimo- previously been examined on the other side. several times; he lived with his father most come in within 30 days; assignment was personal malice or feeling of revenge against
House: the part about the subject; this was ny of Flint. The law will exclude it.
Let Was one of the coroner’s jury: the inquest of the lime: his means of education were the made without my knowledge, or without con- his victim. So in an affray with deadly wea-'
read over to us, Nov, 16th; think other parts us examine the facts upon which they rely.— lasted 4 days, I think: Thomas Flint was common school, and the instructions of his suiting me. Counsel asked the amount of pons, if death ensues, malice is inferred.—
o f Flint’s testimony were read over to us; First, that the conduct of the deft, is incon called before that Jury: think he was exam uncle, who then resided at Canton, and the assets—[objected to]—Mr. Wells asked This the Judge illustrated by other exam
can’t say whether or not it was testimony ta sistent with any other supposition but that ined on Friday and Saturday: examined the was a literary man; the same who afterwards; the witness if the paper would not show the ples.
ken before the grand jury: was in office Fri the deft, is guilty. The testimony of Kobin- first time nearly half an hour: he was asked rein ved to Buckfield; def t , w o r k e d on the; amount. Mr. N oyes stated that the assignThe law of the State, as in tbe Revised
day forenoon and evening after the decease inson, that the deft, made enquiries about the whether he knew anything in relation to the farm with his father; deft, acquired and main- merit referred to two schedules, marked A Statutes, requires that in capital offences the
of Mathews; I left the office about 8 o’clock; return o f deceased from Brighton. But he murder of Edward Mathews: his whole ex tained an unblemished character, so far as my and B. Mr. Evans stated that the books jury shall decide whether the murder be in
! were unfortunately left at Waterville. The the first or second degree ; if in the first, the
Baker and deft, were present with me; no was the friend of the deceased. Besides, we amination not reduced to writing: he was ex knowledge extends.
Isaac W. Wheeler, called and sworn.— Court ruled that the documents would be murderer may be executed after being confin
one else; deft, there when 1 went in, and shall show you that this witness has made a amined very particularly: he said he had no
when I left; my memorandum was kept to different statement at another time, before the knowledge of the transaction: saw nothing Was employed by Nudd,with Flint and Orea the best evidence. The witness stated that ed one year in the State Prison. If you find
fix date of conversation with the Attorney jury of inquest. Again, the declaration of about the office to raise a suspicion that the Doolittle to make out a schedule of deft’s : the Dr had been engaged in an extensive the prisoner guilty, as charged, of poisoning,
deft, as testified to by Gray. But deft, was murder was committed at the office: he stated property; after Flint had been before the I practice, and from the individuals among you must bring him in guilty in the first de
General.
then laboring under suspicion, agitated, and that he saw deceased once since his return grand jury, as I had heard; I asked him howj whom be practiced should judge that it was a gree, for there can be no crime more diaboli
The government here rested their case.
E dwin N oyes, E sq., then opened the de the books are full of cases where innocent in from Brighton: that he did not see him that he got the body down the stairs without lucrative practice; was his collecting lawyer; cal knowm to the laws.
fense on the part of the prisoner, in substance dividuals, suspected of crime, have made in evening: said he was in the office until 8 bloodying the stairs, if there had been blows most of the demands he left with me were
The Chief Justice here commented at some
consistent statements. The law treats such o’clock, when he went to Williams’ tavern: on the head; he said they put a sack on it.— litigated cases.
as follows.
length on the nature of circumstantial and
Besides this played backgammon there until a few min Flint left at noon, and we got through that
Tbe Government having concluded their testimony as very uncertain.
Philander Soule, called by Government.— positive testimony, which he illustrated by
evidence, tl becomes my duty to open the de witness was himself suspected, and stated utes past 9 o’clock: that he took the light to night. When he came to any medicine he On Thursday last had conversation with Mr. stating cases.
He then reviewed the circumstantial testi
fence on the part of the prisoner at the bar. that he should not have made the statement go to his room, met deft, in the entry: went wanted, he filled up his own vials, which he Baker at Mansion House, in which I told him
It is unnecessary for me to remark upon the had not deft, implicated him. Counsel here with him to the office to look up some medi kept in a pocket case, he had: they were tak that I understood that when Dr. Coolidge was ; mony, and the arguments of counsel on the
solemn dutv which devolves upon us,his coun read some remarkable cases from the books. cal cases in the books for the Dr.: that he re en from the expensive medicines, as appeared asked about examining the contents of the facts of the body being found; the post morsel, and that in a case ol so much interest and The next question is this, had deft, the op mained there till about half past 10, looking from the bills.
stomach ho had replied it was too late, so tern examination; vthe contents of the stomDan'l Baker, called and sworn.—I reside much time had elapsed; which led me to sus- ach ; the chemical analysis to which the conimportance, we all need the guidance of that portunity ? I have already called your at up some authority in regard to a patient that
Being upon whom we all depend, and whose tention to the time and place, as not affording the Dr. had at Skowhegan: that the Dr. sat in Waterville; boarded at Williams’ hotel, pect there might have been Prussic acid; tents were subjected; the possibility and the
assistance we all require. \ ou, gentlemen, that opportunity, Deft, admits that deceased at the table with him; said no one was in the 30th Sept, last; Flint, Shephard, and deft, whereupon Mr. Baker, replied that he did probability that such acids were put into these
also have a solemn and important duty to was at his office at 8 o’clock. A witness for office while he was there: did not state how boarded there at that time ; heard of decease not suspect the Dr. until Monday night,when, contents after they were taken from the body,
discharge. Before I enter into the case, per Government says he was at Parker House long he returned to the tavern before the Dr.: of Mathews just as I was finishing my break upon his (Baker’s) saying that he did not be- and while concealed behind tbe hogshead
mit me to remark, that the press has publish about 9. The boys at shop heard no one com he was again called before the jury, I think fast; Kelley went to the spot with me; Hasty lieve there was any prussic acid in the stom- while yet no one was charged with the murNo on Saturday: was there 15 or 20 minutes; and Wales I remember to have seen there;— ach, and that he would pay the expense of der. He referred to the fact that the body of
ed every rumor that relates to this subject, ing up stairs after 8. They left at 9.
and these spectators are here assembled to one had come in the mean time. One quar was examined again, as to what he saw about I saw the body taken out; resided there until sending it to Brunswick to be analyzed, deft. Mathews wras found in the cellar of the buildsee how the deft, will explain away all these ter past 9, deft, was at the house of Williams. the office more particularly, and a letter: he deft, was carried away; had conversation with replied, if there was any, it would all have ing occupied by Coolidge,and neither boots nor
rumors which have been circulated against Then the Government would have you be said he saw nothing to lead him to believe Flint while the affair was before the inquest; evaporated before it got there. Baker also clothes were soiled ; whereas if he had been
lieve that between 9 and 9 1-4, this murder that the murder was committed in the office: I frequently inquired of him if he knew any said that at the request of Flint he did pour knocked down in the street and robbed, it behim.
The deft, at the bar is accused of murder in must have been committed. And yet, during was possessed of no circumstance that would thing about the affair, and he said he had no the contents of the wash-bowl into the pail.
ing wet, and the streets muddy, his clothes
the first degree, of express malice. The law, that time, deft, went from his office to Wil lead to the detection of the murder: oath was reasonable grounds of suspicion ; after the
Jos. Nudd. called —Counsel asked the must have borne the marks of it. But he
in its merciful provision, has provided that liam’s. Again, the boots of deceased were administered the first time, not the second: murder I went, at the request of Mr. Bou witness to produce the brandy bottles. Ob- might have been poisoned elsewhere, and the
every man is to be presumed to be innocent clean. How then could he have crossed the the reason why his testimony was not taken telle, to call Mr. Flint to his office; Mr. Bou jected to. Chief Justice said he did not wish body carefully carried round to the back celuntil proved guilty. This is a case ofcircurn- street, said to be muddy, and gone to deft’s down in full was, that Mr. Smith said it was telle took him to his back office; don’t know for any brandy bottles. Mr. Evans replied lar door, and thrust in. Of the possibility of
what passed there: they were there from 8 to that he did not if they had any acid in them, this the jury were to judge, and to consider
stantial evidence, and the law has thrown office. Next, Government attempts to show a simple denial, and therefore unnecessary.
Joseph Marston, called and sworn.—One 10 minutes; not in deft’s office Friday after The evidence was objected to as new matter, where he could have been and have taken a
around this species of evidence, various tests. that deft, had the means. We admit it, but
It mav be well for us, at the outset, to take a we say they are the same means that every of the coroner’s jury; heard the examination noon: was in the evening; Flint and Dingley Court said it could only be allowed if it was poison so deadly, so little known, and in use
view of the character and situation of the par physician has or ought to have in his office. of Flint before us; was examined as to wheth were there; Dr. Thayer came in by request; repellant in its character,and called upon the only by chemists and physicians,
ties. On the 30th of Sept, last, we find the The fact of his having purchased stronger er he had any knowledge of the murder in in the forenoon I was in the office of Bou counsel to state for what purpose it was offerThe Judge now came to the testimony of
deceased at 8 o’clock P. M., at the Parker than the medicinal acid, is of no consequence, any respect; said he had not; he was minute telle & Noyes most of the time; am a stu ed. The Court permitted the witness to he Thomas Flint. The witness appeared under
House. At 8 o’clock, the next morning his for that they say is sufficient for the pur ly examined; I asked him if the office when dent in that office; good deal of excitement examined. He stated that he took possession circumstances of suspicion. By his own adbody is found, deceased. The deft., on the pose. Why, then, need a stronger. Certain he went in with Dr. Coolidge was lighted up and suspicion; on Saturday afternoon was in of thebottles on Monday morning; there were mission he had participated in a crime of
evening previous, at 8 o’clock, is at his office. traces or marks are relied upon. But consid as usual; he said it was; I asked if the door deft’s office alone with deft, part of the time ; two brandy bottles; one empty; the other had deep atrocity. When called in by the prisonHe returns at 11 o’clock to his boarding house, er them, the spot of blood for example, and to the back office was open; he said it was; also with deft., Flint and Paul Chandler; on a small quantity of water or something in er, according to his own account, to aid in
and the next morning he is found in the pursuit yet that was not discovered by those who first asked if he saw anything unusual upon the one morning, I think Sunday morning after it.
secreting the body of Mathews, he could not
of his usual avocations. This is the general examined the office. But the carpet has been floor in the back office; he said he did not; if the decease, I called on Flint for the keys of
Dr. Hubbard, called again.— The oil of, have believed the story that Mathews had
history, independant of the testimony of Flint, brought in here with a paper pinned to what he knew of any person or persons who could the office, for Mr. Chandler and myself to go bitter almonds is a poison of the same class died a natural death in the office; he must
about which we shall have occasion to speak they call the spot, the paper was taken off’ give us any information in respect to this aw into the office; Flint asked me to pour out tbe with prussic acid, and derives its poison from ; have known a great outrage had heen comand the spot cannot be discovered, if there ful deed; he replied no; said he was hunting contents of the pail under the sink; Flint re prussic acid, in its native state.
hereafter.
j milted ; yet he aided in secreting the body,
Of the particular facts. This murder is had been a spot of blood there would have up cases for Dr. Coolidge, when he was in mained at his room, No. 2, at Williams’;—
The evidence on both sides was here clos-! and afterwards, on oath, testified to facts on
said to have been committed at about 9 o’clock been a stiffness in the carpet. WTas there any? the office, and that the Dr. was sitting there ; Chandler and I went there; found a common ed.
the Coroner’s inquest, which he now contra
tn the everting, in a public street, when peo Suppose there had been a spot. Were there have impression that he said deft, returned slop pail; left the office with Chandler; return
Adjourned.
dicts. By his own admission, therefore, he
ple were abroad. Now, is it probable that not surgical operations daily performed there? about half an hour after him; he was exam ed with the keys and gave them to Flint; we
has been guilty of abetting murder, and of
NINTH
DAY
—
M
onday
,
March
22.
the deft., a man of intelligence, would have But it is said the watch was found in his ined twice; not so long the second time as the asked Flint why he wanted it thrown out ;—
perjury to conceal it. It is for the jury to
Mr. Evans closed his argument at 1-5 past determine how far the witness was entitled
selected such a lime and place. Not a se sleigh. Would he, if the watch is identified first; think he said he saw the deceased in he said that some fortnight before he had ex
cluded spot but a public place. Not a time to your satisfaction, have placed the watch in the street, the day before the murder for the perimented with prussic acid, and perhaps 4 o’clock, Tuesday. It would be in vain to to belief, and if they credit his testimony now,
last time; think he said he did not see him some of the dregs might be in the paii; after attempt lo convey in language the thrilling how far it goes to confirm the suspicion that
when people were asleep, but when they were his own sleigh?
This is the substance of the testimony in after that.
wards he told me he threw it out; was in the solemnity and impressiveness of his manner. poison was administered by the prisoner.—
awake and abroad. Again, there were sever
Cross-examined.— Don’t undertake to give office early on Friday morning; discovered The following are the closing words of his They will consider also the motives by which
al keys to this office, and is it probable that dependant of Flint. Can you believe him?
such a place would have been selected.— Is it not improbable in itself? Look at the the language; but only the substance; am cer no spots, nor suspicious appearances; was peroration :—
he could have been induced to make either
“When you shall have returned your ver-j statement. Great crimes are rarely commit
Again, it is said that tbe deceased came to place through which the body is said to have tain I have given the substance; not certain summoned before the grand iury: came down
his death by poison, and that of the most sub been carried—through the tailor’s shop, where but that he said he saw him in the office;— with Flint; conversing about the crime and ! diet this vas^ assembly will disperse to assetn ted in mere wantonness and without motive.
tle kind. Why, then, were the wounds in a garment was partly cutX-a mark placed in think the questions, and answers, I put were suspicions about 5 miles back of here; and he ;
no more on earth, but once more in anoth- p[a<j jie persisted in denying all knowledge of
flicted ? Why should the deft, expose him the cloth—near which they must have passed not taken down; present when John Mathews supposed he was a witness and had got to er world. Before a higher tribunal than this the murder,his own agency in the matter might
self to conviction by those external wounds, how could they have done it without displac testified; can’t tell whether it was all taken testify against Dr. Coolidge; up to that time we shall stand, not to judge but to be judged. have remained a secret, and his reputation,
as they sav, made after death; and thus ex ing anything in the room? Again, how could down; he testified as to signing the note.— there was nothing but common conversation; “For I saw,” said the exile of Patmos, “for I so valuable to him, stood comparativly fair, if
pose himself to detection, when the deceased they have carried the body over the wood in Court upon objection being made refused to I asked him if he knew anything personally saw the dead great and small stand before not above suspicion. By implicating the pris
had already, as the government contend; been the cellar? which wood we shall prove to you let the witness proceed further about testimony of the crime alleged, and he said no; I re God, and the books were opened and the dead oner, he exposes himself. Every selfish or
killed by poison.
They now abandon the was within two feet of the top of the cellar. of Mathews, as thus inadmissable evidence mained down over night; returned the next day were judged out of those things which were criminal motive would seem to lead to ccnwritten
the booksi according
idea that the deceased came to his death by Again. Flint is contradicted by their own wit be brought out. Flint said he left the office in the evening; went back with Mr. Howe; T
#l * in
t T
,, - to
. their, works.’
.
. cealment. On the other hand the jury will
the external wounds.
They now contend ness, Hill, who says that he met deft, on Wa at 8, and returned somewhere after nine my impression is that Flint remained here. In that day I trust that no blood may be found consider whether there could be a motive to
that he came to his death by poison, and the ter street at 10 minutes before 10—yet he tes o’clock.
Cha’s E. Stuart, called and sworn.— Re on the skirts of your garments.”
induce him to commit the monstrous and un
evidence is wholly circumstantial. The coun tifies that he was in the office with deft.—
Benj. Ayer.— Resided in Waterville at side in Gardiner; saw deceased prior to his
Attorney General Blake finished his argu natural crime of making up a fictitious story
sel then proceeded to examine some of the Again, he has told a different story— has time of decease of Mathews; about that time return to Waterville Saturday morn, prior to ment for the Government, having commenced to convict an innocent man of murder, and
tests which had been applied to prove the ex sworn to it before the jury of inquest— that asked Flint if he knew anything about it, he 10 o’clk; he was engaged in talking, smok at the close of Mr. Evans’ plea Tuesday af that man too one with whom he appeared to
istence of prussic acid, in the contents of the he went to the office to consult authorities, said he did not; these replies were repeated up ing, and playing cards, the eve. previous; be ternoon. Mr. Blake did as well as was ex be on terms of intimate friendship and confi
stomach of the deceased. He referred partic and that he knew nothing of the body. We to Wednesday; said he had no knowledge of lieve they vvere betting; had considerable sum pected, though nothing what the case de dence, to do which he must also implicate
ularly to the test from copper, nitrate o f silver, shall show you that he has told a different sto the transaction and could not give me any in of money; I saw it once; don’t know that he manded. A better opportunity was never himself. None but the deepest depravity unit
and asked the jury if a man’s life was to de ry since his examination before the grand ju formation; was much with him and deft, at had anything to drink; there were 4 of us in offered for the display ofingenuity and talent. ed with the bitterest spirit of revenge would
pend upon such testimony, who can tell what ry, as to the manner of getting the body out the hotel; saw Flint morning when body was the whole; we all came down stairs together,
In the afternoon, the argument on both be considered sufficient to induce a man to
combinations may result from the different of the office. He must have committed per found, behind the building; some one suggest at 10 o’clk; one of the party, John Shackford sides having closed, Chief Justice Whitman make up an entirely false story to convict acombinations of different substances. He al jury before the inquest, or now. Had he ed before the body was recognized that he was a resident of Gardiner, had been there charged the Jury, occupying something over® nother of a capital crime of the blackest dye,
luded to tiie fact that one witness had said ■been convicted of perjury, he could not now might not be dead; Flint went to the body, about 3 months; staid as he said at the Cob- one hour.
without benefitting himself by it. The jury
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the Christian intention of this recommendation Does Gideon think, by the conspicuous part he
B ro. J e w e l l , — It was in the month of Febru
neither do we doubt that they did not perceive took to get more beef and mutton another year ? ary last, af te r a hard d a y ’s ride, that I stopped a"
the inconsistency of such advice; but the disinter Who pushed Frank into the rum ra n k s / how an e leg a n t lo o k in g t a v ern , in the western part of
T h e Judoe then proceeded to comment on »‘ate‘l to the Court that it was not of a private
M r . E d i t o r :— It is rarely worth while to bring ested observer could not but feel that the desire to sheepish he looked— Will they catch that old coon the town o f N ------ . in this State. Every thing arenew and preserve harmony and good will, had again? More bye and hve.
i . . . w
.
* .
j ; viioiuwcj
tvus auuresseu
rury, anontiuuu*
N athan.
3
____ „ rr •^
character,, uui
but was
addressed L
toO me
the Jury,
round it seemed to invite the weary to cairn repose.
the testimony in relation to money affair?, andj ymonsly_ he relI)rned it tothe Coart. ^ The Chief before the public eye causes of private altercation, led them to act unindependantly and to do a man
Clinton. March lGlh, 1848.
In front of tfie Imose rose a gentle ascent, upon
especially when the unpleasant state of feeling,
particularly the letter to M a t h e w s ; the in-- Justice then handed the letter to the Attorney engendered among those immediately interested, ifest wrong to an innocent person. W e are sorry
the top of which was a beautiful grove. In the
junction of secresy, the phraseology “ not to General, and directed him to do with it as the law- may thereby be extended to society at large. It to say, that the church lias not seen fit to follow
reaa lay a pond, stretching its e lf for two miles in
ar
the
advice
of
the
council,
by
reconsidering
the
reveal for y o ur life,” &c. T h e testimony of required. Justice Shepley advised the Attorney is belter, generally, when the feelings are privately
length. Although amid winter the scenery was
one witness that the prisoner told him he j General not to permit the letter to pass out of his wounded, that all expression of them be stifled ; vote of excommunication. They even refuse to V o l u n t a r y s u r r e n d e r o f th e G u e r i l l a s — A r u m such as to make one think, nature in one of her
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fanciful freaks had calculated ibis for a lovely re
had agreed to assign his books to Mathews han^s without fixing a mark upon it by which it for thus will a pleasant sense of forgiveness, the grant letters of dismission to the wife of the ex
B ro . J e w e l l , —In my last, I stated that a ‘com
treat. But alas! upon entering the liouse, I found
sooner calm and soothe the heart, and delightful pelled member, thus (.not content with driving
for s e c u r ity ; all which seemed to imply that j m i £ ? 1 *\e identified.
.
mittee
of
six”
was
chosen
by
the
Washingtonians
.
'
- i ■
,
r
I■
rp! ' ■ i This letter was apparently in the hand writing will he the remembrance of a1 secret, full and from the church one w ho has communed with
that direful foe, whose breath is more pestilential
to visit the “ machine shops of Satan,” alias rumhe w as to obtain a loan from him. T h e p m - „f , )ld and c„n, l ^ ed in i n s t a n c e an appeal to
than the Sirocco of Africa, dwelt there. Finding
perfect pardon. Bht there are cases arising in them for the past thirty years, and sustained an ir
oner appeared to be collecting large sums asj (|ie j ury [ 0 acquit the prisoner, with sundry quota- private, that involve principles as deeply interest reproachable character) as il were, endeavoring holes, and labor with their Satanic majesties, &c.; the bar room well filled with bloated faces and
lie said to enter into a land speculation ; yet tions from Scripture in favor of the appeal. It is ing to the public, that it has a right to know in re- to sever these aged hearts and force discord into (“ Get thee behind me satan.” ) YVe should infer tongues uttering blasphemous oaths, I proceeded
h e says he lent Mathews $200, to be paid ! but Justice to the Jury, to remark, that the Fore- gard to them, and in which it becomes a duty of j the home of domestic union and peace.
What from this language of Christ, that the position of to tfie silting room, and seated myself at a win
n e x t m orninc. W h a t could Mathews w ant j man stated that they had never seen the letter, the party wronged, to expose matters to open in | motive could have started this w icked persecution the arch enemy to us will baffle his designs, and dow ; began to note the appearances of the pass
of 8 2 0 0 of hitn for, to be paid so soon. T h e! ?n<^ °- consequence had not been influenced by spection, in order that he may not, by silence, it is difficult to conceive. It is true that Dea. F. render him less formidable. Christians who be- ers by. F indin g most ot them to bear a resem
ieve in Lucifer’s personality think themselyes
teem to suffer the whispers of private malice to had expressed a private opinion unfavorable tothe safe when he’s behind them. Now from the above, blance to those within, I turned to un intelligent
ju r y will consider whether it is probable t h e r e ' lts cotUenlscompetency
of
the
Pastor
to
sustain
and
build
up
looking female who sat there, and asked her if
assume such appearances of impartial truth, that it
could have been such a Joan.
the church 111 Pittston; and in 1 his opinion lie was 1 deduce that a rum-seller is icorse than the devil, that was a specimen of tempeiance in that town.
F R ID AY , March 24.
will
be
difficult,
if
not
impossible
to
overcome
them,
After further commenting at considerable
for they work more evil behind you than to your
Court met at 9 o’clock, A. M. Prisoner was false though they be. Especially is this true in r.ot alone. It can hardly be surmised that such a face, and your life is in jeopardy from their clubs She said it was far from it ; and from her I learn
length upon testimony, the Judge asked it the
remark could give rise to the ill will w hich seems
ed, that in no other part of the town could alco
immediately brought in.
regard
to
members
of
the
cuhrch.
If
it
be
wrong,
Counsel on either side wished to remind him of
| and whips, the moment your back is turned. A holic drinks he obtained ; that this place had long
J udge W hitman remarked that the Court are for example’s sake, for the Christian to afford cau to have tracked the course of his life almost to his [banditti
would
be
corrupted
hy
admitting
a
mod
any facts or law, on which they wished him to
ready to hear (Vom Mr. Evans in relation to the ses for suspicion, still greater would be the wrong boyhood; with the hope of finding something ern rum-seller into their ranks. YY7e first visited been notpd for the large amount of rum sold here.
charge the jury.
not to meet and overthrow the unfounded suspicion wherewith to wound his feelings and injure his the bar-room of Cowing & Green, and met with a Yonder grave yard, (pointing ns she spoke,) tho’
After a pause, he said bo had been requested to new evidence alluded to yesterday.
Mr. E vans said he had nothing further to com in the onset, and prevent its ripening like the hol character ; but whatever the motive and whoever warm reception! Before we had time to speak, not containing over fifty, nine of them had died
remind the jury that every man is taken to be in
the prime mover, the attempt is plain, “the offence
drunkards. Father and son alike, filled the drunk
nocent until proved guilty. He said this was a municate—that the evidence alluded to did not low fruit, into an apparent reality. It is such is rank and smells to heaven.” We can not envy the chairman of the committee was furiously as ard’s grave. But where,|I asked,are those who sold
views
of
propriety,
that
have
induced
the
attempt
come
op
to
what
was
expected.
saulted
by
the
captain
of
a
guerilla
hand,
Cowing,
well settled principle of law. After some further
Attorney General B lake presented some papers to lay before tbe public, the following instance of the feelings of the Author of this proceeding, if he (which we soon perceived were at his disposal,) this poison? Her reply was, that acurse had follow
remarks as to conflict of testimony as to the time
taken
from the prisoner at the time of his arrest, what we deem the Jesuistical persecution of a retain any interest in the prosperity of his society, armed with a heavy whip, and letting off alcoholic ed them. The most noted one, had for the last two
the prisoner was seen in the streets on the eve
and
remarked
that as they contained nothing hut respectable citizen of a neigboring town, and wor for as might he expected, it has proved a firebrand fumes like a still. The committee, without further years been a raving maniac, others had either died
ning of the murder, the Judge charged the jury to
severe
reflections
upon respectable people in W a thy pillar of the church to which lie belonged.— in that congregation, and seems likely to afford preliminaries then commenced “laboring” with drunkards, or become miserable vagabonds. And
go over all the facts in evidence, and if they found
this is not merely a picture of that place, but many
terville,
their
publication
can effect no good. He It is proper generally not to intermeddle with the another melancholy instance of “ the house divided him, &c.; so effectual was the effort that"
they amounted to proof beyond a reasonable doubt,
w hich we find in travelling through our S tate.—
things done within the pale of the church, but against itself.” Old Families that have been ac
that the deceased had come to his death in the then stated that they vvere at the disposal of the
“
liis
few
surviving
comrades
saw
(his
fix,)
When w ill intemperance cease ? YY’hen will the
when the transactions are calculated to affect an customed to partake of the bread of life at the
When
family
rang
their
sad
hurrah,
manner charged by the hand of the prisoner, they Counsel for the prisoner.
friends of temperance arouse themselves to aciion
Mr. E vans hoped the papers had been placed individual’s character, rights and relations as a same communion and live on the most intimate
And the nun field was won!”—Pi/lgarlic/c.
would convict him accordingly. If otherwise they
in such a mariner as to exterminate it from our
citizen, it is just to himself and the public that the terms of social friendship, meet now with coldness
in
his
hands
earlier,
and
reflected
somewhat
se
W e listened hut a moment to a volley of im
would acquit.
facts be made known, in order that the public may if not aversion, and many have altogether refused precations of filth and slander ; such products as land? I beleive it can be done; bin not until
verely
upon
the
prosecution
for
withholding
them.
A t half past three the case was given to the
judge. If it is right for the Roman priest to con to attend tire church. Thus by a hasty and ill grow spontaneonsly on rum soil only; from the every minister of the gospel w ill openly proclaim
No use could now be made of them.
jury, and the Court adjourned to half past five.
J udge W h i t m a n . The demand for new trial ceal the perpetrator of a confessed murder, it is !judged, if not wicked course; has Christianity been pestiferous vacuum of his cranium, and left him it at all tunes and in all places. Private Christians
At half past five the Court met, and an officer
must practice teetotalism, and in all their actionsright for the church to conceal the civil offences j made the source of discord and a subject of ridiwas despatched to the jury-room-, for information. not being supported by sufficient reason, the mo of any of its members. In either case, publicity [ eule for the world. May this unfortunate exam alone in his glory. On the following Monday, for prove that they are firm advocates of the cause.._
tion
of
the
Counsel
for
prisoner
23 therefore over
fear
of
the
costs,
and
notoriety
o
f
a
visit
to
Ban
He reported that the foreman stated the jury
Temperance men must be by practice what they
is due to the safety of society. And if within the ple bear something of a blessing with it, that it
gor, one of his brethren complained of him, and
had not been able to come to any agreement, and ruled.
The prisoner rose ro receive his sentence. He church there has been malicious persecution, wInch may prove an effective warning for the future. the case was tried be form Esq. Brett— whom by are by profession. Mechanics must abandon it for
he could not tell when they would agree.
mechanical purposes; physicians must renounce it
if done publicly, would subject the author of it to Should occcasion require a more free and particu
The Court then adjourned till to-morrow morn stood erect— not a muscle moved—not the least an action at law, it is right that the circumstances lar account of this affair will be laid before the the way, lias had the sad luck of losing a hand in j as a medicine. T h e law be strictly adhered to
sign of emotion—but manifesting the most stoical
his day, and I fear, (judging by his verdict in this and all its violators punished ; then will the vic
ing at 9 o’clock.
J u st ic i a .
indifference. His eyes indicated either long con should be proclaimed: in order that church mem public, hereafter.
Since%ming the above, we have been informed case,) lias now developed a sign of a still worse tory be complete. Temperance is a duty the sa
tinued weeping or deprivation of sleep, and vvere bership may not be a cloak for iniquity and the
T H U R S D A Y , March 23.
ancillary, as in tbe days of monkish superstition, ; 'h at (,n tiie next sabbath after the sitting of the misfortune, viz ; that of losing his conscience, for cred scriptures enjoins upon ns. And are we then
intently fixed upon the Judge.
The Court met according to adjournment at 9
a
protection even to the evil doer. The case to ■council, the church were requested by Mr. Strat- the enormous fine (!) was fifty whole cents aud costs, not doubly bound to do all that within us lies to
SENTENCE.
which were promptly pair! by E. II. La mos. Dr. drive this most disgusting, brutish, filthy and de
o'clock. The jury upon inquiry being made, re
which we refer, occurred in the adjoining town of ton not to accept their decision. Some weeks sub
You have been indicted for the crime of murder, Pittston, and as many of the proceedings have al sequent he did read the decision, accompanied “ Esc u la pi us Galen Pillgarlick,” and others. This structive of all sins, from the earth. In what bet
turned for answer, that they had not agreed, but
that there was no oertainty, but that they should and have been put on trial. You have been de ready transpired, we shall use no concealment of however, with the remark that tbe church were old quack, Pillgarlick, used to talk and speak tem ter way can we serve God, than by each one of us
agree ; whereupon the Court adjourned to meet at fended by eminent counsel, and all has been done names, especially as the party the must directly willing to see the confession of Dea. FoHansbee ; perance; but the “dog has turned lo his vomit.” using onr utmost endeavors to rid this beautiful
Pillgarlick was the first to fork over fill)' cents, to world which he has created, of so dreadful a
in your behalf that could be done.
half past 11 A. M.
interested dues not desire secrecy, and stands thus giving the impression that such was the wish
Yet an impartial Jury, after a patient investiga among the first men of that village, 111 all the of the council, when in fact he knew tothe contra pay Cowing's fine and costs. I gave this old curse,
The Court met at one half past 11 A. M.—The
C. H.
jury being enquired of, replied that they were not tion of the evidence adduced, have pronounced qualifications of a citizen and Christian.
ry. The decision has not been accepted, and wjH scape-grace a course of “ Mercurial Pills” two
Pittston, March 13, 1848.
years
ago,
when
he
was
attacked
with
rum-sympa
able to agree ; whereupon an officer w-as directed yon GUILTY. We must therefore consider your
In the month of April, 1847, Dea. B. FoHansbee not be, it is void, for the reason that Mr. Stratton
to call the jury into Court. Being interrogated as guilt established, and the Court approve the ver of the Pittston Congregational church, received a was so plainly reproved by one of the council for thy ; (quite as fatal a disease as rum-seHing,) but
Mr . E d i t o r : —Now that the trial cf Dr. Cool
like most of aleopathic prescriptions, it only gave idge has come to a close, and he has been con
dict.
It
is
now
our
duty
to
pronounce
the
sen
to the probability of their agreement, the foreman
letter of accusation containing in substance the his conduct in the affair.
temporary
relief,
without
removing
the
disease,
so
tence
of
the
law.
stated that there was none whatever—ihat they
victed by a Jury of his own choice, of a capital
I following charges “affecting his Christian characI deem it necessary to try the hydropathic (cold offence of the darkest line, I think it would he
You are a member of one of tiie learned Prc]'| ter.” “The first charge is an attempt to break
differed as to their judgement of the law and fact,
L E T T E R F R O M “ F R A N K . ”— N O . 1 .
water
cure)
theory,
hoping
that
my
medical
advice
and in respect to the amount and weight of testi fessions in which you have been more than usual up the school in your district Inst winter. Two
well for those of his companions, who are RumDear P u b :—It is now Saturday in the forenoon,
mony ; whereupon they vvere sent out again, and ly successful. Your income has been large, as members were present and were ashamed o f your and I find myself in the vicinity of a country vil to this patient at least, mav not soon again be want Sellers and Rum-Drinkers, Gamblers, &c., to look
ing.
your books show that in four years your charges conduct on that occasion.”
the Court adjourned until 3 o’clock P. M.
about themselves, and enquire how much in.-trulage, infested with a rum-shop.—Fields without
f f ? I will add, that there can be no harm in mentahty they exerted, in bringing him to this
The Court met at. 3 o’clock. Upon enquiry were eight thousand dollars.— You had no family
Second charge— “An unjustifiable negligence fences, barns without covering, houses without
trade, the jury returned for answer that they had to support, and there is no sufficient reason why in paying your debts, which led some individuals windows, and ragged, dirty, barefooted children; keeping an eye to the wood-pile, hen-roost and disgraceful end. The vender cannot sav that he
swilltub, in future, for a '"bright h a f dollar cow be is not guilty in respect to ihis matter, because fir
not agreed, but probably should agree in half an you should have been in pressing want of money. to question your honesty.”
tell me too plainly of my near approach to one of made u;? in more ways than one.” '
Notwithstanding this, you had become indebted
hour.
the sake of gain he has pandered to his appetite.
Third.—It appeared that you had violated a law those dens of misery—Yes! in the valley beyond,
It appears tliat one Sam’l Willard, a drunken,
The jury returned into Court at 4 o’clock this to the amount of three or four thousand dollars.
of ihe state, hy purchasing Lottery Tickets.”
I see it ! Its peculiar appearance, surrounded by fighting bully, had been hired to attend the court T he Drinker, also, comes in for liis share of his
The
deceased
was
enticed
into
your
office
un
afternoon to discharge their verdict, and the pris
Fourth.—“Individual members have conversed the persona) properly of its inmates, in the shape and trial of Cowing to “?na/Z” me if be got a chance, guilt, by drinking with him that social glass, there
suspecting of danger, and there we have reason to with you at various times without effecting any
oner was brought in.
of—I cannot say horse-Jlesh but frames, whose as soon as I should leave tbe room. I understand by increasing the appetite, and destroying all that
The Clerk then called the prisoner and the ju believe you committed ihe murder to obtain the change in your mind or conduct.”
drooping heads, and sickly appearance show how be was to be paid handsomely for bis jub, and the is virtuous in the man ; dethroning reason, driving
money upon his person.
rors, who answered to their names.
man on to deeds of horror, which make the wlmie
This letter was signed J. H. Stratton.— In con disagreeable is such a situation to them—tell ine
rummies would pay all the damages. Accordingly
How awful the deed ! How astonishing that clusion, it was enjoined upon him, before the char
Clerk.—Gentlemen of the jury, have you
too plainly, that this is the source from whence “ Lion’' had liis ears rubbed, (in liquor of course,) community shudder to think of. T h e Gambler,
you should have committed it! It is one of the ges mere attempted to be proved, to return to the
agreed upon a verdict ?
too, that mean, contemptible villain, always » nich
and was ready lo bite at tbe wink of his master. ing for his pray, has, no doubt, contributed largemost aggravated crimes ever perpetrated, and af path of duty, in order that lie might not be “ a flows all this misery.
Jury.—We have.
I could not pass through this place without He followed me out, and commenced his assault
fords a sad commentary on human guilt!
Clerk.—Who shall speak for you!
’ i lv to bring this man where he now is Tliink of it
1 stumbling block in the way of others.”
The want stopping for a moment to view the various scenes but like Pillgarliok’s “ salt-charged
You cannot, as was the case with your victim, j of any greeting at the very commencement of this
Jury.—Our foreman.
on the po- (fieri, “O ye vipers,”
vipers, ' what you have been doing
of misery that were on every hand presented.— tato field,” had lost its priming, and gun
missed
fire.
be
hurried
from
time
into
eternity,
the
statute
Clerk.—Yalorus P. Coolidge, stand up and hold
! elegant epistle, indicates the state of feeling to- As I stopped, an individual with a bag of corn Friends soon gathered round, and I escaped ihe j Rod repent of your evil deeds. T he Blood of this
up your right hand. Mr. Foreman, look upon the providing that you must remain one year in prison ! wards the party complained of, which is still more upon his shoulder, aud a jog—apparantiy long in
: man will be requited at your hands. T he Jury
prisoner—prisoner, look upon the foreman. What before the sentence of the law can be executed. remarkable in the style of the letter. W e would the service,— in his hand, passed me on his way to horrors of hvdrophopia! I forthwith called on j who convicted him, no doubt gave a just verdict_
Esq.
Hilliard
and
took
measures
to
have
the
ani
say you, Mr. Foreman, is the prisoner at the bar There you will have an opportunity for reflection!I have expected that lie would have been addressed, this chapel of Bachus. This, thought I, as I looked
j but you are, in a great measure, responsible for
upon the awful crime for which you stand convict- at least until the charges were proved, with the upon him, is his weekly offering, for which he re mal that “ pushed with his horn,” secured. He i it.
guilty or not guilty ?
was
brought
before
L.
Alford,
Esq.,
to
answer.
Foreman.—G U IL T Y of murder in the fir st j ed and your present deplorable situation.
But, Mr. Editor, we have some of the above
affectionate and conciliatory terms of “Dear Broth ceives bis Sabbath allowance. Here he purchases
May God have mercy on you. May you in pen er,” or the usual and respectful greeting “Dear at three cents a glass the disease which is now &c.; who fined him, including costs, $ 1 1 , 0 0 and : named characters here, in our midst ; some, to
d e g r e e , upon the 2d, 3d, and 4ih counts— not
itence and contrition seek II is pardon, and at last Sir.” Were these miserably mean and frivolous praying upon his frame ! Here he sacrifices to odd cents. Iffp A fraction over 50 cents. Piil- ; their shame be it said, (and I am a good mind 1 0
guilty upon the 1 st count.
garlick was the culprit’s only evidence—he swore ■call names, but, 1 believe every body knows win
Clerk.—Gentlemen of the jury, hearken to your be received to eternal blessedness.
charges true—they would onlv tend to strengthen Bachus his property, health, reputation and hap
verdict as the Court have recorded it.—You, upon
he sentence werare^compelled
pronounce | tj)e jd;o h standing of the accused, for how few are piness! Hither he takes the food from his suffer that he saw Mr. YVilia rd in a position of self-de they are) are married men— old men; I might sa\’
fence; he presumed, to keep me from striking him. j with families, boys and girls grown up; out three
your oaths do say, that Valorus P. Coolidge, the t o p vr'nm/ ttw m v o r r ! d r n r >n
, ! they within or without the church, against whom ing family, and returns them misery, degradation
prisoner at the bar, is guilty of, &c. &c. So you I l l L N EC K U iM I L YOU A R E DEAD, ana to, ma| ice “ seeking flaws with needle pointed eyes” and shame ! Here he has exchangod the peace of Honest men sav, that Pillgarlick was so busy in or four nights in the week, till two or three o'clock
that end that you be conveyed lo the place whence would not have found heavier charges than these his 1 nee happy fireside, for the sorrow that now collecting donations for Cowing, that he did not ; in tbe morning, gambling ; a beautiful example
s^iy, Mr. Foreman, so say you all, gentlemen?
come out of the court room until after the nffav
you came, and thence lo the Stale Prison at Thom but alas, for charity and brotherly love, they were surrounds it !
The jury assented.
this, for their children ; and besides, what can a
was all over ; so of course, “could see nothing but : man’s wife think of such business. Why, I should
Tbe Attorney Genera! having moved for sen aston, in the County o f Lincoln, to remain one all fa lse! as will be shown subsequently. On the
Hearts
are
not
flints,
and
flints
are
rent;
words,"
as
he
first
testified.
tence, the Chief Justice enquired of the prisoner year in solitary confinement and at hard labor.
[ not wonder if some of these men went home with
12th of May 1817, a second “ letter of admonition”
Hearts are not steel, and steel is bent;
But poor Tray was in a sad fix. W h en called
if he had any tiling to say why sentence should
But thine, O Rumseller is of adamant !
was sent, couched in similar style, and especially
.
- -ie on their tongues, and told their wives that
upon to fork
over
the fine and costs, or go to jail, | ,|iev |ia,j foeen to lhR jj,<1(|ce jf S|1R should
r
,
not be pronounced against him. He then rose | A P R A Y E R P R O P E R FOR RUM SELLERS. complaining that Dea. F. hgd paid no attention
And moves not at such distressing scenes !
...» rum friends (?) were among the missing.— 1 to ask the question, what kept them out sohappen
slowly, and with the utmost calmness addressed
late.
As I turned to proceed on my way, a person
O Lord, I thank time for the past prosperity of to the former letter, and had not attended at tlit*
“ Wouldn’t pay him because he didn’t do his "job
the Court substantially as follows:
j my business; that I have been enabled to sell a appointed meeting. He did not attend, anJ for stood near me, seemingly as deeply interested up ivell.” “ Tiie w ill," in his case wasn’t so good But, Ladies, let me tell you, they are at tbe gamb
S P E E C H OF T H E PRISONER.
I approached him, he extended as would have been “ the deed." Cowing swore' ling table; ami if you would like to find them
I large quantity of intoxicating liquors to tny neigh reasons most consistent with Christian principles. as myself.
some night, call on the watch, or some other
“ I have nothing more to say, than that you are hors ; and although I am well aware that those 1 Dignity and se lf respect are requisite to Christian his hand, and informed me he was an observer,
about to pronounce sentence upon an innocent! liquors have done them no good, but on the con character, and the man who will voluntarily throw come to witness this “ weekly spree,” as he term if he didn’t whip me half to death that night we I friend, and they will show’ you where vour hus
visited
him,
that
he
would
leave
town
for
good
i
bands are. Ah ! Gamblers, n fearful responsibility
man. My counsel have done all that they can do j trary, have made many of them drunk, and abu himself into the hands of those, whom he believes ed it. This company, he informed me, congrega
(it would have been for good.) T h e morning c am e ,! rests upon your shoulders ; you have drawn into
in my behalf. I believe the Court and Jury have sive to their families, yet I have made a handsome to be inimical and seeking to humble him merely ted every Saturday “ to have a spree, swap horses,
but
he
did
not
go.
and
of
course
his
friends
too
intended do to right, but they have been misled profit on the sales, that has enabled me to launch to gratify their own pride; does not thereby, in and get their jogs filled for Sunday.” f‘Yonder,”
j j your den ol vice in this town, quite a number of
his will for the deed. I am threatened with C«"
by false testimony. I will not go into a detail of forth a little into the whaling business, for which, the right sense, manifest a “meek and lowly spir said he, (pointing to a miserable log cabin) “ is the and,Green-hidings,(Cowing &, Green,) mobbing,and young men, who are now on die road to min, and
it,” but the meanest foolish servility. On the I3th, residence of tliat person who passed you with the
that evidence here ; but may ^eave it perhaps on 0 Lord, I thank thee.
nothing hui the interposition of Divine providence,
sundry other favors from these “ enemies of all
paper. [Then slowly raising his eyes to Heaven,
I thank thee, O Lord, for the preservation of of June following, Dea. F. received the follow jug. This stately mansion and beautiful farm righteousness; full of subtlety, children of the will rescue them from a death of shame. If you
near us, was once liis—now owned by the propri
set such examples and your children should follow
Ire added with the utmost solemnity,] Thank God myself and family in peace and quietness during ing laconic missive :
but I am a Washingtonian, one of the them, find no fault with them, for they will rcloit
To Mr. FoHansbee: The church having pur etor of this shanty. Rum , from his shop, has pur Devil
there is another and a higher Court to which I the past night. True, I sent several of my neigh
granite
stamp,
and
shall
keep
on
duty
until
the
may appeal ; and I await with patience the award bors home drunk at a late hour last night, who sued the regular course of discipline and admoni chased it ! Rum , from liis shop, has clothed those
you with an answer that will [deice vour very
of that tribunal. There the truth will be seen probably disturbed the peace and quietness of their tion with you, after due long suffering, have to bare beaded and barefooted children whom you war is over and peace restored, and a treaty rati soul. You ! sat me the example.
Surely there
fied
by
both
parties.
C.
H.
D.
is “ no peace for tfie wicked.”
and known. I choose rather my situation, than families, making them weep bitter tears till morn day voted that you be excommunicated from the yonder see clustering about the door of his miser
Oldtown,
March
12Ih,
1848.
In Behalf of the church,
able dwelling, in rags! R um , from his shop, has
that of one, who may now be within the sound of ing; but we made a fair profit on the liquors we chnrch.
driven the bright expressions of joy from the coun
iny voice. And now, I bid you all, enemies and sold them, and resled well all night, for which we »
J. I I . S tratton.
D ennys R iver D ivision N o. 70, Sons of
M r . E d it o r :—Intemperance, with all its conse
Had Dea. F. been convicted of the most dis tenance of his amiable and loving wife, and placed
friends, an affectionate farewell, and am ready to thank thee, O Lord.
Temperance, celebrated their anniversary
quences,
has
made
such
rapid
strides
through
tiiej
there
sorrow
and
despair
in
their
stead
!
This
graceful
offences,
he
could
not
have
been
dis
receive tny sentence.”
And now, Lord, send ns thy blessings this day,
meeting on the 14th nit.
Mr. Evans then rose and remarked, that since pardon all our sins, and especially that of putting missed in a more cavalier manner, and with less poverty and neglect, which is visible about us, land of Washington, •‘the land of the free and the
The exercises were as follows : The mem
the trial was concluded, new and important infor our bottle to our neighbors mouth. O Lord, we manifestation of good feeling. It may he the cus lias flowed out from this reservoir of misery— in home of the brave,” that I feel induced to con
bers of this and a few from other D i v i s i o n s ,
mation had been communicated to him, which was j propose to do the same thing this day. Send us, tom in church correspondence, tints to disregard strument of Hell ! while he who raises its gates, tribute something to your valuable paper, that may
in substance as follows ;—That at the time of the j therefore, many customers, moderate and fashion the ordinary form of greeting, and of subscribing and lets out upon society its devastating flood, is have a little tendency to promote the cause you met at the Division room at 6 o’clock P . M.
arrest of the prisoner, his papers had all been tak able vvinedrinkers, as we keep constantly on hand tbe name without any expressions of “regard” or considered by the world, respectable, and moves in have from time to time so ably defended, against The members then clothed themselves in ap
the host of devils’ agents in which out common propriate regalia and formed themselves into
en from him—that he was now informed that various kinds of the best of family wines, but es “respect,” or even regret that difficulty had arisen society with men! ”
But you, sir, said I, seem to be a Temperance country abounds.
amongst them there were two or three letters from pecially send us those poor degraded slavesto their among those who had been accustomed to meet as
a procession, and marched to the Congrega
The state of Maine is my own, ‘my native land,’
Dr. Potter, in one of which he speaks of a new appetites who will part with their last cent for Christian brothers. But ifsuch is the custom, it man, good and true ?
tional meeting house; after reading the scrip
and
although
twelve
years
has
elapsed,
since
I
‘I
am
sir
;
and
have
been
a
constant
observer
of
is
one
little
employed
by
tiie
profane
world;
and
and important discovery that had been made in re liquor; for although we are aware that it is fast
tures and prayer by the Chaplain, (Brother
m
the
progress
of
temperance,
and
intemperance;
1
have
breathed
the
soft
breezes
of
mv
native
clime,
much
more
honored
in
the
breach
than
the
obser
lation ro tiie use of prussic acid when applied to bringing them to a drunkard's grave, and their
Subsequently, by the request of Dea. and 1 find that such open institutions of drunken- [yet the remembrance of my school-bov days—the Stearns) we had the pleasure of listening to
diseases of the eye ; and if this were so, he famili es to the poor-house, yet O Lord, we want vance.
should move a postponement of the sentence, in what little money they have left, to educate our FoHansbee an Ecclesiastical council was convened ness, as the one before us, are not tbe only in our scenes of my youthful moments are as fresh in my a lecture from Rro. John D. Kilby, (which
order that he might prepare a motion for a new family, and to raise our family lo respectability in at Pittston, on the 30th Nov 1847, to re-examine land, nor such patrons as these present, the only 'mind as though they were of but yesterday’s birth, was good) after which the Division formed
ones in society. I have been, thus far, a silent ; Reflections like mountains roll before me— themselves again into procession and march
trial.
the world ; and when they have no more money the whole matter. There were present, the Rev.
The Attorney General remarked that he had in left, we thank thee that there is a poor-house, to Dr. Tappan of Augusta, Rev. D. Thurston, YVin- observer, and have mingled with all kinds of men ; j thoughts like the burning flames of Vesuvius ed to the House of Bro. John Kilby Esq.,
his hands three letters from Dr. Potter, which had which they may go and be supported nut of the throp—J. W . Poet, Gardinei—E. Thurston, Hal Temperance, Temperate and Topers—without and Etna pervade my breast, while 1 fancy my- where a richly loaded table was prepared by
been put into his hands, the contents of which he taxes raised from the honest and industrious part, lo well—and Bro's. L. Bacon, T. Baker, and J. N. being suspected ; therefore my resources, for such ; self back in my native land. YYhere are my vnuth- the Ladies of this place.
was not acquainted with.—He said, however, lie of the community. We thank thee that we have Metcalf. The Rev. D. Thurston was chosen Mod information, is unlimited. I have been a close ob- j ful associates ? where are they—sometimes I fear
After we had satisfied our appetites, we
would furnish them to the Court. Mr. Evans re a faithful police to take them to the house of cor erator, and E. Thurston Scribe. After Prayer, server of that class of temperate men, known as i'he answer. Shall I hear that Intemperance has
had the pleasure of listening to many and va
plied, that lie had expected as much from the At rection, when they get so drunk that they are not Mr. Stratton acting as council in the case, made moral suasionists ; whose sympathy gives aid and been their ruin ? God forbid
torney General. Mr. Evans then proceeded to able to get home to their families, that they may a state “ of the action which had been had,” in comfort to the seller, and tinder whose influence] The Temperance cause fie re, is progressing. rious sentiments from several of the” brothers
troduced the testimony to sustain the charges by the drinker finds shelter. 1 find, sir, that for their i Oh that the w bite man would only desist, and not which were drunk with cold water. After
make some very severe remarks upon ihe officers there sober off
him made. The council, after reviewing the facts especial benefit., the public bar has been abolished, traffic in whiskey! To-morrow, we have a temof the Government, for withholding the letters un
some songs by the ladies, we divested our
Lord, thou knowest I never give the drunkard
perance meeting ; and, much to my shame, I am
til afterthe decision of the Jury.
liquor when I think he has got enough; and I al Unis brought before them, came to the unanimous and the private instituted
But there is another institution here, too nearly obliged to hear the white man referred to, bv the selves of regalia and separated.
The Attorney General then stated that he with ways think so when I find that lie has got no more decision that none of the charges had been sus
S ons of T emperance — may they ever
allied
to the one before 11s, in principle, to escape | honest Indian, as being the means of introducing
tained;
and
reprimanded
the
presiding
Pastor
for
drew his tender of the letter.
money; I then advise him not to drink too much,
prove
faithful to their obligations.
not
having
pursued
a
scriptural
course.
Thus
far,
my
attention.—Il
is
in
the
shape
of
a
Temperate
ardent
spirits
amongst
them.
How
long
will
huMr. Evans then renewed his motion for a post and send him home to liis family penniless and
they proceeded honorably and iudependantly; but Hotel ; where the higher circles (though they of- -inanity mourn the course pursued by the w hisky
Y ours in Love, Purify and Fidelity.
ponement of sentence.
drunk. Amen !— Oahu Fountain.
subsequently, they seem to have lost sight of con ten gel as low) congregate to “ take their time
denier? How shall the mother mourn over the
D e n n y s v i l l e , M a r c h 15 t h . '
C. I I . K.
The Court replied that he must reduce liis mo
sistency; and suffered a desire to see the parties and, as I must be true to my calling, l must leave follies of her intemperate son. and conscience not
tion to writing, that they might have something
Singular prediction.— The French Courrier
definite to act upon, and which might go upon states that among the papers of one of the mar reconciled, to blind their judgment, to say the this scene, and make an observation there; and awake at the sound? How long shall tbe lovely
Officers o f Divisions.
record, whereupon, Mr. Evans proposed and pre shals (since deceased) at the celebration of the least. They say that Dea. F . was too hasty in when you become acquainted with the character wife burn the midnight taper, awaiting the return
Y ork D ivision S. o fT ., locaied ai Springvafe,
sented to the Court, a motion in writing for a post French Revolution in 1830, was found a sealed coming to the conclusion that the church was in of both these institutions and their patrons, (which of her liege lord from his drunken rev. Is, and the)
ponement of sentence until the May Term, ac package with the following inscription: ‘To he imical to him. Hasty indeed ! after lu had been you shall have at a future day) you will find the voice of reason not denounce the dram-shop ? How was instituted on ihe 8 lh nit., by Charles Free
companied by the affidavit of James B. Norris, opened on occasion of the coining revolution in told that members ot his church “were ashamed of great principle of equality truly illustrated, in prin long shall the gallows exhibit a victimof alchohol, man, P. G. YV. P . , under the direction of the G. I).
and the strong arm of the legislative body not. he The following is a list of the officers for the cur
that he took several letters from the deft,, which France. A s that event has now taken place, the him,” slandered publicly and privately, and finally ciple, he re.”
After shaking me heartily by the hand, and as raised for the rescue ? How long shall paupers rent term, viz:
purported to come from Dr. Potter, by direction of package has been opened, and found to contain admonished in an unfeeling if not insulting man
Samuel Lord, YV. P., Albert Day, YV. A., M.
the Att’y General, at the time of the prisoner’s the badges worn by the deceased at the procession ner, for offences of which this very council after suring me that 1 should have tiie advantage of his fill the alms-house, and felons the prisons, and so
wards found him “not guilty ! ”
l i e must have observations, he left me, fo ra new observation, ciety at large not bring out their forces in battle ar B. Greenhulgh, R . S., S. S. T hing, F. S., J. YV.
arrest, in one of which there was something in re of 1830, with a detailed description of the ceremo
ray against this enemy of man ? God forbid that it Ricker. C., J. YV. Day A. C., YV. IL VViggin,
lation to the treatment of diseases of the eye, with ny. On the interior of the wrapper was written . been slow indeed, not to anger, but to common ap- and I proceeded on my w ay.
The Readers of the Fountain may be sure of should be long.
I. S „ A. L. Drown, O. S.
certain important discoveries in relation thereto, ‘To serve on occasion of the next revolution in preliensiveness, if lie had not perceived that the
Young men of old Maine, awake! Fathers
YVeekly meeting, Saturday evening.
and advising experiments, first to be made upon France, which will take place about tbe year church, or a portion thereof was bitterly hostile to something interesting from “Observer,” and, in
him. They say further, that in vacating liis seat communicating, I will endeavor lo be as I ever nd mothers awake ! sisters and wives awake to
L im e ri ck D ivision , located at Limerick, was
the eye of a cat.
1847.’ It would have been difficult to make a more on the sanctuary, he evinced a spirit not learned of have been—
F rank.
the awful responsibility that rests upon yon !— j instituted on the 14th nit., by Charles Freeman,
Mr. Evans further stated that Dr. Hill,of this just prediction.
him who was “ meek and lowly.” Did uot the
Preachers of the gospel, awake ! and blow loud 1 P. G. W . P . There were twelve applicants for
place, had seen this letter, as he had been inform
M r . E ditor —Clinton lias fallen into the hands the trumpet in favor of the Temperance cause— ' the charter. 'I he following are the officers for the
council know (if not they are barely excusable)
ed—tliat he was absent from town ; that il would
Tbe Will of Mr. Astor is a sealed book, as yet that Dee. F. left the church because they who of the enemy, for this year ; so far as the town for remember, that the book out of which you r e  current term, v iz:
seem but justice to the prisoner, as this evidence
officers are concerned. \ \ re should have done
James Bradbury, YV. P., Stephen M Cobb, YV.
had now for the first time come to the knowledge There is of course a general desire to know what had been led to believe these miserable falsehoods better, but for the Johnny-cake men—half baked, ceive your commission emphatically declares—
that no drunkard can enter the kingdom of heav A., John D. W est, R. S., II. M. L. Morris, A. R.
of his counsel, tliat a postponement should be had disposition the deceased lias made of his immense refused to attend service if he were present?—
Could he conscientiously listen to divine instruc who, when the test came, flunked up.—The whole en. Sons of Temperance of the old dirigo state, S., F. I). Svvnsy, F. s . , A. N. Bradbury, T., YVm.
especially as the Government could not suffer by wealth, and that desire will doubtless in due time
be gratified. Meanwhile, as some error has been tion from one who, according to the council’s own Board were chosen on the rum ticket. If they do go on—tny heart is with you. D aughters of T e m  Cobb, C., A. Libby, 2d, A. C.. O. Staples, I. S.,
delay.
not all take a “ draught” for the stomach’s sake,
The Court, after considerable consultation among made in publishing the names of his executors, we conclusion had forgotton the scriptures in the they are greatly belied. T he house was polled, perance go on—and may the fair sex of tny own, N. McKusick, O. S.
course pursued towards him ? There is a broad
my native state, let their light shine until it shall
W A RR EN DIVISION, NO. 3. [Gardiner.]
themselves, adjourned the Court until to-morrow subjoin an accurate list of them . YY m. B. Astor,
distinction between a “ meek and lowly spirit” and and such another sight, rag-tag and bob-tail, such light up the drunkards path, that he may behold
morning at 9 o’clock, to give the counsel an op James G. King, Washington Irving, James Galla
John
Bobinson VV P., J. D. Moore YV. A.. T. YV.
tin, J. J. Astor, Jr., and Daniel Lord.— Courier and a servile submission, which the council seems to spruce sogiers—I wonder Uncle Sam don’t come tbe aw lu 1 gulph to which he is approaching.
Townsend R. S , Silas Andrews Jr .A. R S., John
portunity of procuring the affidavit of Dr. Hill.
np to Clinton and get a regiment for war. Did
have
overlooked.
In
conclusion,
they
recommend
Editor
of
the
Cold
YVater
Fountain,
go
on
!
The
Enquirer.
Uphan; ft S., John Frost T., YY’m. Baker C., Edward
While the discussion was going on, the Att,y
that the church reconsider the vote of excommu the moderator see which side of the house onr ex cause you have espoused, will receive the sane Howes A. C., Daniel Knight I. 3., G. YV. Richardson
Gen. rose and Btated to the Court that he held in
representative
stood,
when
the
vote
was
taken
?
nication;
and
that
Dea.
F
.
make
such
concessions
tion
of
high
heaven
;
keep
yonr
banner
always
O. S.
V ive la R e p u b liq u e . —It appears by the Common
his hand a letter, addressed to the foreman of the
as shall lead to a restoration of confidence and please repeat.— Has the Town clerk stopped sell
KENNEBEC DIVISION, NO. 26, [Gardiner.)
jury, which had been found in such a situation Counsel proceedings of New York, that on Mon peace. This reminds 11s of the verdict of the Irish ing ? I should think that Sam would have more unfurled, and the breath of angels w ill cause it to
Geo. S. Maynard YYr . P., Henry Hildreth YV. A.,
th;R 'led him to suppose it was placed there to in- day, (this) evening a public meeting is to be held Jury “ Not guilty, but you must never do so pity upon his poor old horse, than to let him stand flow over the calm of the drunkard’s grave.
After washing the cause of Temperance pros W. C Jarvis R. S., Sumner Clough A. R. S., Cfias.
in the park to congratulate the French people on
fluence the jury. ‘ He
— placed
,
, it in . tbe
, . hands of the attainment of their freedom ; and that the front again.”
YVhat can they
_
. _ mean by concession un- all day at old Brackett’s grogery. Guess he wil perity, for the present adieu.
Pencin F. S., N. YV. Cross T., G. M. Atwood C.,
the Court, ihat they might do with it as they the
attainment
they now he’s elected.— \Y’hat made Jesse llv around'
Truly Yours,
C. M. D eL ano.
Jeremiah Pickering A. C., YVm. ?. P. Hutchinson
judged best. The Chief Justice handed it to the j of the City Hrall is to be illuminated on the occa- j less a practical confession of faults of which
have declared him innocent. YVe do not doubt so, when the vote was taken—did a bee sting him? T a h leq u a h , Cherokee nation, Feb. 19, ’48.
r. S., B. F. Goodwin O. S.
foreman, remarking that the letter was addressed

will judge whether there was such probable to him, that he could open it, and if of a private
motive it) this case, and to what consideration nature he need not communicate the contents.
1 he foreman, Having unsealed arid read the letter,
his testimony is entitled.

✓

Kennebec and Foriland Rail Road.
stroyer, we cannot consistently forbear an expres
Ifliss Sarali M. Whitmore
A Card.
JILL resume her school for Y oung L adies nnd ,/jV , H NOTICE is hereby given that the eleventh and
M r . E d i t o r :—We were much interested on the 22d of
sion of the opinion, that had more time and labor
M isses in the Congregationalut icstry, on M on 
twelvth assessments o f five dollars each, have been
March, by a social interview at the Methodist Parsonage,
been devoted to the utterance of ‘‘burning words,”
------ made upon each share subscribed for in the capi
133 of our brethren and friends of New Sharon. The da y , the first day of May next.
An Independent Press—guided by honesty of purpose and expressive of the palpable and vivid effects of the with
Gardiner,-April
3d,
18i8,
4w37
tal
stack
of
the K e n n e b e c & P o r t l a n d R a i l R oad
visit was made in the spirit of a donation, and was cheer
principle—tievoted to the support ot morality and virtue, at
C o m p a n y , and that the same will be due and payable on
ing and profitable, rendered the more so perhaps by the ex
the true element of national prosperity, anti ol individual vice, until the whole public mind, including the cellent
A t S H i s i m l a 'a t o r ’ s S a l e .
the first Monday of May next.
singing we had on the occasion, directed by Mr. G.
and social happiness.
drinker and vender, had become convulsed with the W. Chase, of this place; and the fervent social prayer, by
By order ef live President and Directors.
OTICE is hereby given, that by virtue of a license
JOS. Mc KEE N Treasierer.
from the Probate Court, there will lie exposed for
crushing aggregate of evil, more would have been Rev. F. A. Crafts, of Farmington; and in short, the whole
Brunswick,
March 28, 1848.
F R ID A Y MORNING, APRIL 7 . 1 8 4 8 .
scene
was
one
of
interest,
love
and
harmony.
1
he
gilts
sale
attlie
house
of
the
late
James
M’Causlaad
in
Gardiner,
effected for the cause. W ould we arouse men to bcstow'ed upon us were liberal; suited to our convenience. on the M’Causland roads (so called) on Saturday, the 6th
ft.B .—The above assessments will be received at the
4w37
(tCj-All communications and letters of business should be action ; would we nerve their arms and fire then- For this, and other tokens of remembrance which we have clay of May next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, all the Gardiner Bank, for Gardiner and vicinity.
addressed ( p o s t taid ) to II. W . J e w e l l & Co., hearts to rush to the scene of awful conflagration, received from this dear people, we wish to present through real estate of James M’Causland late'of Gardiner, deceas
Kennebec
Mutual
Insurance
Company
the columns of the Fountain our thankful acknowledgments, ed ; including the widows’ right of reversion; the same
Gardiner, Me.
and pluck human victims,—body and soul—from and we will not forget to give the praise to Him "who giv- being the westerly part of lot numbering eighty-eight, con
G a r d i n e r , April 1,1848.
iICJ-Mr . A l e x a nd e r C o o p e r , of Bangor, is an an that sea of fire in which so many have sunk, we etb us richly all things to enjoy.”
« MEETING of the members of this Company will be DR. TOWNbEJMD'S Sah SAPAIULLA.
C. C. M a s o n ,
taining about forty-six acres with the buildings thereon.
tliorised Travelling Agent for the Fountain.
New Sharon, March 27, ’48.
E . R. M a s o n .
JERRY HODGDON, Adm’r.
held at. its oilier in this place, on the third Monday,
must hold up before them the heart rending and
Gardiner, April 4, 1848.
3w
being the I7ti: inst., at 3 o’clock, P. M., for the choice of WONDER AND BLESSING OF THE AGE.
The most Eoctrcordinary Medicine in the World.
cheek blanching evils, the glaring livid symptoms of 1 'o Druggists and Dealers in Medicine. Dr. IVis•
seven Trustees to serve for two years, and tor the transac
The D runkard’s Disgrace.
T his Extract is put up in qt. bottles; it is six times cheap.’
tion of such other business may come before them.
tar's Balsam o f Wild Cherry.
i\ il asi i sai.$t r a «os* J.$ S a I c .
which must force a passage into the most dormant
36
jlOMFS T UPPER, Secretary.
er, pleasanter, and warranted superior to any sold. It cures
Few can realise the greatness of the evils of dis
This celebrated and infallible remedy for the cure of con ■W^TOTICE is hereby given, that by virtue of a license
spirit. W e must proceed in this manner until every sumption,
diseases without vomiting, purging, sickening or debilitating
asthma, and liver complaint, was discovered lAB from the Probate Court, there will be sold at public j
grace, because but comparatively few have experi
the patient.
Freedom SToi:oe,
energy shall have been stretched to its utmost ten some six or seven years ago, in the city of Philadelphia, Auction in East Pitts ton, in county of Kennebec, on Mon- j
enced them. To measure them they must he com
The great beauty and superiority of this Sarsaparilla over
OT ICE rs hereby given, that I. for a valuable^ con
sion ; until in all wakeful hours, the wailings ot the the residence of one of the most distinguished physician* day the 8th day of May next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, j
all other medicines is, while it eradicates diseases, it invig
sideration,
relinquish
to
my
son,
j
Oiiit
3.
>
R
o
b
e
r
t
s
,
puted by the mortification which all sometimes have
that ever lived. Since that time it has, by its own merits, on"the premises, so much of the real estate of Joel Johnson |
wretched shall ring funeral notes within the inmost been rapidly, surely and safely working its way through the Esq. late of Pittston, deceased, as will raise the sum of four his time till he arrives at the age of twenty-one, to act and orate* the body. It i* one of the very best F a l l & S um
felt, on account of a comparatively trifling circum
ear, and ghosts of men slain by the monster shall Opposition of quacks and counterfeiters, until, by its hundred dollars, for the pnrpase of paying the debts against trade for himself and hold all his earnings; anJ 1 an! to^ be m er Me o i c i n e s ever known; it not only purifies the
whole system and strengthens (he person, but it creates mu,
stance, by which we have, or think that we have,
at no expense on his account,
SIMON ROE ERi b.
value, and intrinsic excellence, it has gained for ilself said estate, and cost of administration,
haunt our hearers in all '.heir dreams. Philosophy true
vurc and rich bleed; a power possessed by no other medicine.
Witness: H e n r y R o b e r t s ,
a most enviable popularity, and established itself in the
LYDIA JOHNSON, Adin’rx.
suffered somewhat in the estimation of Iriencts and
And in this lies llte grand secret of its wonderful successm ay—probably will, leavet lie heartc old : but the mir confidence of an intelligent and enlightened public from one
Andover, Feb. 1, 1848.
3\v36
Pittston, April 3<1, 1848,
3w*
acquaintances. Even such experience oiten is as
It has performed within the last five years, more than 100.ror held up to tortured nature, nailed to the triumph- end of the continent to the other. The testimony ot thou060cures of severe cases of disease; at least 15,000were
s ills li€ T s c ih t o l T "
painful as a dagger at the heart. Although the ,,
N o tic e .
rt
i i
. i i i sands who have been relieved bv this valuable article, will
considered
incurable. It lias saved the lives of more than
LL persons indebted to the subscriber by note or ac
ISS E. W. WHITNEY would give notice to her
wound has been slight, the smarting has continued all cat ot death, driven b\ the minions of alcohol, j sjj0W tluit it stands unrivalled—at the head of all other
count, are requested to call and settle by the first of ____ friends and iui
will infuse gigantic power, and transform stoics into medicines for the cure of diseases for which it is recom
iuli |«iu
uunj that
unit iiiv
niw Term
» w.... 5 0 0 0 children during the two past seasons. 10,000 oases of
former
patrons,
the uj/i
Spring
lor a long season, and wearisome nights have borne
her __
School will commence on MONDAY, APRIL 3d, General Debility and want of Nervous Energy.
mended. The genuine Dr. Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cher Mav, or their accounts will he left with an Attorney. for col- j 0T
___
patriots and philanthropists.
Dr.Townsenti c Sarsaparilla invigorates the whole system
ry is now for sale bv duly appointed agents, and all respecta lection. I have talked, run, and tried to settle, but to no j jn tjlc R00m over the store ef Messrs. J. & J ,S tone
witness to the tossing agony which it has caused.—
permanently. To those who have lost their muscular energy
ble dealers in ail large cities, and all important towns effect. I shall only say, that if they do not comply with Water Street.
In order to determine the magnitude of deep and
R um D ropsy' — P ro b ab l y .—A correspondent writes throughout the United States, Canadas, and British prov my request by the first of May, 1 shall do by my debtors as
Terms. $1,50 to $3,00 -according to the studies ptSr- by the effects of mediemO or indiscretion committed in youth,
lasting disgrace, reckon such experience but as a ns follows:—“I understand that a Mr. Cottle, of inces.
or the excessive indulgence' ol passions, and brought on a
m"v creditors have done by me.
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sued by the pupils.
Gardiner
April
Aih,
1848.
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*
P,
M.
WARE.
It is verv desirable that all who purpose to attend the j general physical prostration of the neivous system, lassitude,
None genuine, unless signed I. B u tts on the wrapper.
minute particle compared to an overwhelming ocean. Windsor, was tapped a few days since, and about
spring term, should be present at the commencement of the J want ot ambition, fainting sensations, premature decay m>sale in Gardiner by C. P. Branch, G. M. Atwood,
Beneath the surging waves of this infinite deluge, ten quarts of pure liquid—perhaps whiskey—taken andFor
n36
( decline1,-hastening towards that fatal disease, Consumption,
A. T. Perkins. Sold also by dealers generally.
AM0RY HALL—No. 232 WashingtonstM school.
Gardiner, March 31, 1848.
can be entirely restored by this pleasant remedy. 1 his Sarthe tortured victim lies in chains ; fleeing to flaming from him. Remarkable distillery, th a t!”
BOSTON. — OPEN' EVERY' EVENING.
saparilla is tar superior to any I n v i g o r a t i n g C o r d i a l .
F re n c h D e p ila to ry .—For removing Superfluous Hair
tongues of fire, if they will but compassionately
We have heard of this Cottle before, and are not from
At
a
Court
of
Probate,
held
at
Augusta,
on
the
last
Monday,
As it renews and invigorates the system, gives activity to
the Face, Neck or any part of the Human Body.
JS.TSJE
S
UC
C
E
S
S
!
serve to hide him from the more torturing gaze of at all surprised that he should at last begin to pay
of March A. D. 1848, within and for the County of Ken the limbs, and strength to the muscular system, in a most
This Depilatory is prepared according to the receipt pre
nebec.
extraordinary degreepublic and individual reprobation. The disgraced the penalty of his long indulgence in strong drink. pared bv Baron Larrav, Surgeon to Napoleon Bonaparte,who BAYNE’S GIGANTIC PANORAMIC PICTURE!
certain instrument purporting to be the last will and C onsumption c u r e d - Cleanse and Strengthen. Con
it in Egypt while attending the French army during
know no repose but in forgetfulness; their very For many j'ears a notorious rum-seller, he has no obtained
O
f
A
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y
a
g
e
to
E
u
r
o
p
e
!
testament
of
JOHN
STONE,
late
of
Gardiner,
in
their memorable campaign in that country. It is preparation
sumption can be cured, Bronchitis, Liver Complaintt Colds,
slumbers serving only to render them more wretch- doubt been the most constant patron of his own bar. generally used by the Egyptians and French, and is perfect
OMPRI SES Vicwsof B o ston , itsH arbor, H a l i f a x said County, deceased, having been presented by JOHN
Catarrh, Coughs, Asthma, Spitting of Blood, Soreness inthr
STONE,
the
Executor
therein
named
for
Probate:
the
A
t
l
a
n
t
i
c
,
the
River
M
e
r
s
e
y
,
L
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v
e
r
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,
ly
safe
and
effectual.
Chest, Hectic Flush, Night Sweats, Difficult or profuse Ex
ed, by renewing a sensibility to suffering which pre- His usual time for drinking is said to be “about once
O r d e r e d , That the said Executor give notice to all
Prepared by D e w i t t C. Ross, 19 Tremont Row Boston. L ondon from the T h a m e s , and
pectoration,
Pain in the Side, fyefliave been and can be cure/L
vious endurance had cauterized.
| in ten minutes.” If this dropsy should drop him inpersons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be I
BOTH SIDES THE RHINE,
Sold in Gardiner, by G. M. Atwood; C. P. Branch; A.
SPITTING BLOOD,
published
in
the
Cold
Water
Fountain,
printed
at
Gardiner
[
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Constituting by far the LARGEST PANORAMA ever
Such is disgrace—and who is disgraced more, to the grave, it would be a great blessing to the good T. Perkins; H. Smith.
New York, April 28,1847.
in said County, three weeks successively, that they may ap-1
presented to the Public.
than the drunkard? Is there any virtue intern-! people of Windsor.
Dr.
Townsend
—I
verily beiievc that your Sarsaparilla has
[From the Boston Post.]
Admission 50 cents—Children under twelve years of age pear at a Probate Court to be held at Augusta, in said I been the means, through
Providence, of saving my life. I
County on the last Monday of April next, at ten o’clock,
pcrance will not banish ? or any reputation which it J
NAPLES IIAIR DYE.—This chemical preparation 25 cents.
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the j have for several years had a bad cough. _ It became worse
will color the hair any color, from a light brown to jet
Doors open at half past 6—the Panorama to commence in theinctmmpnt
will not sully ? Of ail the disgraced, the recovery of
Steamboats.
atwmlr! not
nnt be
!,f» nrnvpfl.
allowed U
tire and WOlSe. At MSt 1 iaisel lei go quantities ot bloOO, had
said instrument should
proved, nnit
and allowed
asS tire
black and not injure the hair or stain the skin.
moving at 7 1-2.
night sweats, and was greatly debilitated and reduced, and
few, if any, is more hopeless, because none are more
The favorite steamer Huntress, Capt. D avis B lan 
For sale in Gardiner by G. M. A t w o o d .
6m27
Office of the Panorama open from 11 A. M. to 1 P. M., last will and testament of the said deceased.
I did no* expect to live. I have only used your Sarsaparil
Copy.
D. WILLIAMS, Judge.
abject slaves to appetite. In character the inebriate cha rd , arrived here on Thursday, 6th, and will com
for the transaction of business and the sale of tickets.
la a short time, and there ht s a wonderful change been
Attest: F. D av is , Register.
3vv36
An
Exhibition
on
every
WEDNESDAY
and
SATUR
is bankrupt. As a son, a parent, a brother, a hus mence her regular trips to Portland on Friday.
wrought in me, I am now able to walk all over the city.—
Weekly Receipts for the Fountain. DAY afternoon, at 3 o’clock.
4m86
I raise no Wood, and iny cough has loft mo. You can well
'
i
\
V
h
v
.
s
u
*
t
.
band, or friend, lie is both a disgrace and a nuisance.
Clias. B. Smith, Milo; Capt. Sewall Prescott, Mon-!
The Huntress and her gentlemanly commander,
imagine
that I am tnaukfu! for these results.
ONE
half
of
the
two
story
dwelling
Covered, with filth his appearance is disgusting, his . are too well known to this community to need any mouth, $2,00 each; Reuben Murray, Orono; T. W. PTJIOOTHACIIE DROPS. A sure and never failing
house, owned and occupied by the sub Vein- obd’t servant, W m . R u s s e l l , 65 Catharine st.
remedy for the Toothache. Prepared and sold by
Wentworth,
Union,
1,50
each;
Chas.
Ayer,
Aina;
Rob-|
example pernicious, his manners corrupting, while recommendation.
scriber, situated on Spring st. The house
R h e u m a t is m .—This is only one of more than four thou
32
inson & Fletcher, Lincolnville; Wm. C. Whitmore, Old- j DR. B. MORTON, Gardiner, Me.
calculated for two families—the two sand cases of Rheumatism that Dr.Townsend’s Sarsaparilla
his very breath pollutes the atmosphere. To sum
The “ P eoples B o a t .” The Kennebec, Capt. N . town, 1,00 each; Reuben L. Smith, Gardiner, ,75c.
tenements being perfectly disconnected.— has cured. The most severe and chronic cases are weekly
1ST O F F E T T E R S remaining in the Post Ofup all in brief, intemperance divests its victim of i K imba ll , arrived o n Tuesday, and makes her first
‘ fice in Gardiner, April 1, 1848.
It is very convenient, and provided with a good well, cis eradicated by its extraordinary virtues.
tern, woodshed, carriage house, stable and garden. The
whatever is graceful, and invests him with both trip for the season to-dav, (Friday.) The Kenne- T
James Cummings Esq,, one of the assistants in the Lu
Knight miss E A
a m W
T o I T H N A l T ' Aver mrs Sarah Y
location is pleasant, and within a few minutes walk of the natic Asylum, Blackwell’s Island, is the gentleman spoken
Knight mr J S
Aver mrs Hannah S
physical, intellectual and moral putrefaction. The ! bee has also been tried, and not found wanting ;
centre of business. Possession given about the first of of in the following letter:—
Kinney Jno Me
P O U T O F G A R D I N F 11.
Adams inr J W
May.
[36]
HENRY R. ROGERS
poor victim has the mortification of having near and with Capt. Kimball one may feel as safe as if
Blackwell’s Island, Sept. 14, 1847.
Kendall Judith M
Averill mrs Clara
Dr Townsend.—Dear Sir: I have suffered terribly for &
Karnc miss Mary Ann
relatives withdraw, leaving his desolate and pillaged . by his own fireside.
Tuesday-—April 4.
Atwood mr I tenry M
W
a
t
cTsa
e
s
.
years
with
the
Rheumatism:
considerable of the time I couki
Knight
miss
Martha
J
Arnold mr Nath’l
ARRIVED.
spirit to the chilly atmosphere of neglect. Of all i
- - - - - - - - - - - - - — —- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - HE subscriber has a large lot of New York, Boston, not eat, sleep or walk. 1 had the utmost distressing pains,
Kimball Mary J
Allen mr Philip
Strn. Kennebec, Kimball, Portland.
T iie F er r y .—The steamer Boston was put on the
and
French
MATCHES
for
sale,
the punishments for sin which a righteous God in
and my limbs were terribly swollen. I have used four bot
Kenfella Bryan
Brig Home, West, Cardenas, (molasses to R Clay & Son. Andrews mrs Olive
march 24.
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WM. PALMER.
tles of your Sarsaparilla, and they have done me more than
Kimball Phineas
flicts upon his erring guilty creatures, few are more Ferry line between this place and Pittston, on Thurs
Sch. Boston, Brookings, Bath.
Adams mrJohn W
$1000 worth of good. I am so much better—indeed, I am
Kimball miss Martha E
Abbott inrs Mary E
George Davis, Bourse, Boston.
Monmouth Insurance Company.
dreadful than disgrace. Inexpressibly' bitter must day. She is commanded by Capt. B. B. M agratii ,
entirely
relieved. You are at liberty to use this for the bene
Lawrence mrs Mary
Lucy & Abigail, Rollins, Bath.
Andrews inr John W 2
’
T
T
5THE
Subscriber
has
been
appointed
Agent
for
the
long
known
as
a
skillful
engineer
and
faithful
masbe those murky' dregs which lie at the bottom of the
fit of the afflicted.
Yours, respectfully,
Lord Isaac
Brown inr Jas
JH
Monmuoth
Fire
Insurance
Company.
J a m es C u m m i n g s .
Lord Ephraim
j Brigham Dr T C
tippler’s cup, every particle of which must immova 1ter. We doubt not the travelling public will be well
March 14, 1848.
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WILLIAM PALMER.
Litchfield Clia’s C
| Bran Mary F
| C a n k e r in t h e M o u t h .—Below is an account of
bly fix upon his inflamed palate, never to cease its satisfied with this new' arrangement. With a firstil!a rv ia g c 0.
! Bouglass miss Rlioda
Low Beuj E
another child saved. Dr. Townsend’s Sarsaparilla has saved
A lid s5 P la s te r.
deep inflictions of misery, until consciousness shall rate Boat, and a courteous and affable Captain, -no
! Bourne miss Elizabeth
Lister Wm
P P o John Salford, 2d, Esq.:—I would most cheerfully | the lives of thousands of children. The following twoceitififault
can
be
foundLowell
Benj
2
I
Bradford
L
H
I tell thee there is no power
have been relinquished with file. It is the lacerating
JL speak in favor of J. Adds’ Highly Approved Vege- ; cates are selected from a great number received this week.
J Buker inr Oliver P
Libby miss Maliala
To part us—but in death.”
and
i TA... rji ......7 T\ O! . New
Fork, April
1, 1847.
table Rheumatic Plaster, of which -you are , *proprietor,
recollection, that every being in the universe, not ex
L.
,
. , I Dr.
. of
E my children
IA
I Burnham mr Thomas
Lunt Henry
Townsend—Dear Sir: One
was very
will certify to the public that I was" severely afflicted with
Facts for the People.
cepting the companion of his bosom and the children
Learned Cha’s E
In Pittston, March 30th, by Rev. J. II. Stratton, Dr. J. ; Bradley jr mr A B
the Rheumatism for Jive years. The last three years I was sick with a canker in the mouth and throat, attended witn
Lord
Moses
H
|
Bartlett
inr
Geo
H
There are many honest minded temperance men, A. Jackson to Miss Margaret J. Reeves.
of his own body—abhors and detests him, which
not able to do a day’s work. I had tried almost every thing great debility. It came near dying. I obtained some of your
Littlefield E A
In Litchfield, 23d nit., by Rev. D. Blake, James J. Cor *Bartlett inr Nehemiah
that was recommended for that complaint, without receiv excellent medicine, and it cured it directly, for which I as
drives the sufferer from returning sanity, to drown who have become, from long inactivity, indifferent
Lord
Emily
Bran
Moses
Yours, respectfully,
nish, of Bowdoinham, to Miss Mary J. Waterhouse, of
ing any benefit; I likewise applied to several of the most sure you I feel very grateful.
Loyd James
| Babson mr Jno
dreaded reason in the newly replenished and mad- : as to the cause ; many temperate men, who believe Richmond.
E l i z a b e t h F o w l e r , 27 Debrosses st.
eminent physicians in the State, but still received no help;
! Baclielder mrs Mary J
Leonard mr Andrew
and I gave "up all hope of recovery. The pain was in my
F i t s ! F i t s ! F i t s !—Dr. Townsend, not having tested
dening bowl. Thus the misery of the drunkard is the moie active potiion in their zeal, have overated
Larraliee William
Bnzzell mrs Sarah
left hip and leg mostly, and very severe a great part of the his Sarsaparilla in cases of Fits, of course never reconunendincreased by the very remedy adopted for its remov and magnified the evils of intemperance ; while othLewis James
Brown Jas
time My leg had began to perish, and I had but little use !cft it, and was surprised to receive the following from an
D c n tlji
Bigelow mr Elbridgo
Libby James
al, until, “growing by that which it feeds upon,” he ers>"’holly indifferent, believe it all phantasm.—
of it, and I suffered greatly. I at last fell in with you, and 1intelligent and respectable farmer in Westchester county:
*
’anks
mr
Wm
A
Laberee
miss
Ruth
A
I made known my sufferings and complaint, when you re- :
Fordham, August 13, 1847.
becomes as frantic as if scourged by all the flying Read, pairte ana reflect! ye lukewarm sympathisers
Lowell W & J
“ \ \ hy o’er the virtuous dead should mourners weep 1 Burgess Wm II
commended Allds’ Piaster as a sure cure, which I tried ac
Dr. Townsend—Dear Sir: I have a little girl 7 years cf
Little
II
W
Benance
mrs
L
fiery serpents of Pandemonium. Who that posses-! and drinkers !
The virtuous never truly die—they sleep.”
cording to your direction, (without faith,) when, to my ut age, who has been several years afflicted with Fits; we triod
Marston Geo T
Booker Thomas
“ H ouse of C orrection , South Boston,
ter astonishment, I soon found relief, and in the course of almost everything for her, but without success; at last, al
ses a heart of humanity, would not do the utmost in !
Moulton
Geo
B.
Bradley
Abial
In
this
town,
3d
inst.,
Frederic
B.,
eldest
son
of
Daniel
two months I was made whole, so that I worked hard all though we could find no recommendation in our circulars for
.
April 7th, 1834.
their power, to rescue their fellow beings from siHh jj
Marr Josiah F
Bailey Geo R
the summer following, and have been able ever since, now cases, we thought, as she was in very delicate health, we
j Since my first appointment as Assistant Master of and .Mary Bryant, aged 10 years and 3 months.
Mitchell Tbos A
a thraldom !
Died, at his residence in New Sharon, on the 24th ult., Catlin A G
two years, and I now recommend this Plaster, with the ut- would give her some of your Sarsaparilla, and are very glad
House of Correction, on the 6th of Jnlv. 1833 nil
Moss Hannah
most confidence, to the public and especially to those who ■>ve did, for it not only restored her strength, but she has had
nn
Marriner mrs T
are afflicted with the above com plaint.______ ____ 35 no return of Fits, to our great pleasure and surprise. She
Merrill Patience
AARON BRANN.
Greene, Feb. 14, 1848.
is fast becoming rugged and hearty, for which we feel grate
Manning Daniel
ful.
Yours, respectfully,
J ohn B u t l e r , J r .
Moore uirs H N
B ric k !* ? B r i c k s ! !
F e m a l e M e d i c i n e . Dr Townsend’s Sarsaparilla isa
McAvev Jno
HE subscriber having a large lot of Bricks on hand, sovereign
and speedy cure for Incipient Consumption, Barren
Mahoney Elizabeth
oilier e v ils
3 hose i'est acquainted with the subject j which are as 228 to 3,083, I cannot judge from their aim best. He was an acceptable member of the Metho
and wishing to dispose of them, will sell chimney
ness, Leucorrhcea or Whites,obstructedordiliicult Menstru
Murphy
Thomas
Bricks
cheaper
than
the
same
quality
of
Bricks
can
be
dist
Episcopal
Church
for
40
vears,
and
in
its
services
took
Clay
inr
James
appearance,
as
they
are
sometimes
confined
in
Jail
will be prepared to fully appreciate the declaration,
ation, Incontinence of Urine, or involuntary discharge there
Mary A
Mosier Christopher
before trial. But from carefill
bought for in town.
WOODWARD THOMPSON.
and investiga- delight, lie was a kind husband and affectionate father, Curtis miss
of, and for the general Prostration of the System, no matter
that it is a kind of monster serpent, like that which I tion, and many ol them havinginquiry
inrs Elizabeth F
Morse John 2
Gardiner, March 20, 1848.
85
been committed pre and lias left a w ife and ten children to mourn his absence Collins
whether the result of inherent cause, or produced by irreg
Mason miss Hannah
sprang lrom Aaron’s rod, which gulphed down and j viously for intemperance, I feel no he citation in from earth. He learned the way of salvation in early life, Carvin mr ,John H . ,.
ularity, illness or accident.
Mitchell E S
“I k s . c o d f i s h ’
the impressions ot youth never wore oft—under die la- : Chambeuam mr -\a -i
contained within its capacious self, all the other set-!| stating, (with very slight exceptions,) that all who and
Nothing can be more surprising than its invigorating effect!
. Crane Eliza Jane
Murry Wm
bors
of
Rev.
Jesse
Lee
good
seed
was
sown
in
his
heart,
;
TENDERS
her
thanks
to
her
friend,
on the human frame. Pcseons, all weakness and lassitude,
Marr miss Nancy L
pents of the magicians. Poverty is a calamity.— j have been sentenced here for various crimes and of which being nourished by the instructions of pious parents Cyphers David
tomers
for
the
liberal
share
of
pat
fences against the peace, originated from intemper sprang up and produced in him, eminently the peaceable t Gay \\ in
from taking it, at once beanne robust and full of energy un
Morrell Ehen’r
When the beggar was asked whether he had solicit ance in the use of ardent spirits
hich she has received from them der
______________
___ ___ ___
_____
its influence. _It __________
immediately___
counteracts
the___
nervelossDay Abner
2
Maynard Samuel
fruits of righteousness. We mourn therefore his departure, : Gav
*
hopes
by
punctual
attention
to
ness of the female framc,whicli is the great cause ofbarrenness.
ed relief—pointing to his tattered garments, his j
Decker
Isaac
2
CHARLES ROBBINS, Master II. C.
Moore miss Sophronia
not as those who have no hope, but as those who joyfully | Gee!
Sp business, to retain a share of their custom. 1 It will not be expected of us, in cases of so delicate a na
Moore miss Lovina
anticipate the time of reunion with him before the throne of ! Gou hfy James
trembling limbs, emaciate form, and cadaverous j Mr. Robbins has hied the office of Master since anticipa
She is constantly receiving new and fash- Lture, to exhibit certificates of cures performed, but we can
Dickson Thomas
Larnan Andrew
countenance, said he—-Do not all these, with a thou- June, 183(3. Before that time, for ten years, he was God. May God in mercy sanctify this bereavment to his Donohoe John
ionable BONNETS ot every descrip- j assure the afilicted that hundreds of cases have been reported
Meserve Jno
family and numerous relatives, and prepare them by His
tion. Also, a large assortment of other !t„ us. Several cases where families have been without
sand trumpet tongues, plead for relief!” It is
Assistant Master.
Nyc miss Charlotte
grace, like him to sleep in Jesus, and give them part in Dain Warren M
M illinery Goods, which will be sold children, after using a few bottles of this invaluable medicine,
Isaac B
Orr Rev John
with poverty. With how many scenes of squalid
The following are some few additional facts of the that first resurrection over whom the second death can have Doe
as low as can be purchased on the River. , pave been blessed with healthy offspring
Decker Thomas
Parsons miss Susan
no power.
c . c. m.
She
also
continues
the business of Bleaching,Sewing and
disorder, and disappointed hopes yielding up the J evils of intemperance : —
Davis Ezekiel II
Potter Albert 2
Kennebec Journal please copy.
Pressing Bonnets. Having procured the best of assistance,
Great Blessing to Mothers and Children. - I t is the safest
Pillsbury mrs Mary J 2
ghost, has poverty uttered the exceeding magnitude! Paupers in United States, (created annually
In Windsor, March 19, aged 22 years, Sister Sarah L. Eastcs Z P
r
friends
generally, that
*n.d ™st effectual medicine for purifying the system, and
she now' assures her friends and
and the
thei public
public
generally,
that. relieving
Emery
Geo
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Percy
Sophia
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i
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Joseph
Clark,
and
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of
Widow
Me
ot this least of all the calamities with which sin lias'
by intemperance),
alt
, inffs
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, 4, . upon
1 . chi (-birth
,
UiB
AM,. Bonnets entrusted to her care shall be done at short
200.000 Causland, of Augusta.
Ellis Joseph H
It strengthens both the mother and child, prevents
Plnmraer mrs Hannah. R
I noticeand in such a manner as to give entire satisfaction.84 covered.
visited man. The evils flowing from the loss of j Part wretched, do., .
.
.
.
Edwards
Albion
Iv
P
Perkins
mrs
Sarah
B
pain
and
disease,
increases
and
enriches
the
food,
those
who
150,00b
She made a profession of religion about six vears ago,
j Edwards Widow Nathanial Parker Nath’l C 2
properly are manifested by severe laws, armed with | Imprisonment for debt, do., D R. K I N G L E T S P I L L S .
„have
. ,used
, it think ;t is indispensable. It is highly useful
50.000 and joined the Baptist Church in Lowell. She was mar
Parsons miss Frances A
1846, and enjoyed good health until Octo- •Eustis miss Helen I
t ied October 11, 18'
These Pills are a sure remedy for Jaundice, sick and »otl, before aud after confinement, as ,t proveents diseases
pains and penalties', against all who dare trespass Deaths, do.,
.
.
.
.
.
30.000 her,',’47, when yhee was
- • —
- J Costiveness,
,
upon
Costiveness, Pi les, Cramps
taken raising _
blood.
From
that time i Eastman miss Caroline M Potter Ambrose
___________
_ ____|
................
Noe; fttfk*npc«
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... ...
J . child-birth—in
— —
nervous-—
Headache,
Dyspepsia,
sickness
ofct attendant
upon the wealth of others. Jails, penitentiaries, I Drunkards, do., .
.
.
.
Palmer Tlios R
of the Feet, Despondency, Heartburn, Vomiting,
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POET’S CORNER.
THE MOUSE’S

S O L IL O Q U Y IN T H E
W----- P R A IL -R O A D HOUSE.
I acn a little thing 1 know,
Nor loved by n;an or beast;
But yet my ey e s and ears are true,
As morning to the east.
1 have a little wooly nest,
All snug and soft and warm—•
But where my nest is, I know best,
To tell—would bring me harm.
I may, perhaps, just dare to say
In \V inthrop town I dwell,
And in a Railroad House I stay;

Than this, no marc I tell.

In morning-time I hear strange sounds
While in my nest I lay,
’ Tis not the noise of cats or hounds,
Nor of the terrier’s hay.
When first the light begins to steal
Through crack and window-glass,
I hear the tread of toe and heel,
As through the room they pass.
When at a certain stand they come,
I ahvavs hear a jingle,
As if with spoon and tumbler, one
Would make the sugar mingle.
Then shortly I do hear a smack,
And then again another—
Just such a noise the cat did make,
When she ate up my mother.
Not long ago, quite late at night
There came a little party,
And round the table they did sit,
And smack’d and jingl’d hearty.
Long time they staid, but what they did
Was not by mortal seen—
But, although I was deeply hid,
I saw a spade and queen.
And when they left, (’twas past midnight)
And nought was heard around;
I w ork ’d my way as best I could,
Until the stanil I found.
And here I saw, what I had heard
&o ol’t and finely jingle,
Both that which held, and that which stirr’d
What did so sweetly mingle.

THE HONEST COBBLER.
There was an honest Cobbler once,
I do not know what time—
But still, perhaps. I’d guess at it,
If I could make it rhyme.
This Cobbler owned a little shop.
Eighteen by twenty-four.
And for convenience, the backside
Contained the only door.
This Cobbler had not joined the Church,
His name wan’t on its rolls,
But yet, he was a well-tried friend
To all his neighbor’s soles.
He owned a pretty cottage too,
And here enjoyed his life.
For, as the climax of his bliss,
He had a pretty wife.
The wit of his dear wife was sharp,
As his knives’ sharpest edge,
But yet, she had not gave to him

B O S T O N B U S IN E S S

CA RD S.

M A R C H ,
1848.
The attention of C ou nt ry and S e a p o r t M e r c h a n t s ,
M a n u f a c t u r e r s , and o t h e r s about visiting Boston to
purchase Spring supplies, is most respectfully requested to
the following CARDS, comprising Merchants, Manufactur
ers and Artists.
Being fully prepared in the various brauches, we embrace
the facilites of the country press, to solicit your early calls;
and we assure our New England friends, that no pains shall
be spared on our part to please both old and new customers.
CALL AND SEE
At No. 12, State Street, Boston.
LICHTENTHiELER’s

PATENT APPARATUS.

For opening, shutting and locking firmly, in any desired po
sition, outside window blinds and shutters, from the inside,
without raising the sash. The cheapness, convenience and
utility of this invention will recommend it to public patronage
(Patented July 14,1846.) Rights for States, counties and
towns for sale by E . S t e a r n s . A\ao,Mutthewson'sImprov
ed Weather Strip, an invaluable contrivance for making doors
and French Windows secure against the admission of wind,
dust, rain and snow.
E. STEARNS, Agent.
LAMBERT, EDMONDS & CO.,
Importers and dealers in Woolen and Domestic Dry Goods,
by the package or piece.
99 Milk street, {opposite Kilby street)
Geo. A. Lambert, Wm. Otis Edwards, S. F. Parker.
WOOLEN GOODS WAREHOUSE.
C harles A. W hite &; Co.,
Importers and wholesale dealers in Cloths, Cassimores,
Vestings, &c. 8 Morton Block, Milk street, Boston.
HINRICHS k CO.,
No. 11, Kilby street, {up stairs,) Boston,
Importers of Fancy Goods, French ornamental, China
and Bohemian Glass Ware.
G. C. HOLMAN’S
French and German Importing House, 15 & 16 Kilby street,
Boston.-Wholesale dealer in French, German and Eng
lish Fancy Goods and Toys, Fine Cutlery, Combs,
Brushes, Fans, Perfumes, Violins, and artiticles of American manufactures.
J. P. HALL & CO.,
No. 1 Union street, Have for sale, on the best terms, a gen
eral assortment of DRUGS, MEDICINES, &c.—
They are also agents for the sale of Swaim’s cele
brated Panacea and Vermifuge, and all popu
lar Patent Medicines.
T H O M A S H. R I D L O N ,
Manufacturer and dealer in
H a t s ,*

Caps,

U m b r e l l a s

& c

No. 6 Diamond Block, Hanover street, near Union.
PAPER HANGINGS,
CHEAP FOR CASH.----BY T. HUNTER,

Manufactory 42 Congress street, and Store 81 Hanover

street, corner of Blackstone.

TILLSON k CHANDLER, NO. 96,
Manufacturers & wholesale dealers in Premium self-adjusting Cravats, Neck-stocks, Shirts, Bosoms, Collars, &c.
96 Washington street, {up stairs,) Boston.
REED, KENNY & CO.,
W holesale dealers in Foreign fruits, Nuts, &c., Butter,
Beans, Dried Apples, and Fire Crackers.
Dos. 19 and 21 Merchants Row.
E. ALLEN A CO.
Dealers in Foreign and Domestic Woolens, and Tailors’
Trimmings, 2 Sexvall Block, MUk street.
Ephraim Allen,
William E. Allen.
CLOTHES WAREHOUSE.
G F. O R G F. W . A L M Y ,
No. 52 North Market and 19 Ann street.
Wholesale and Retail—Large Stock—Low Prices.
WALWORTH k NASON,
No. 18 and 22 Devonshire street, Boston,
Dealers in wrought-iron steam and Gas pipes, tubular
Steam Boilers, Steam and Hot Water Apparatus.
Originators of that most important improvement in steam
apparatus for warming factories, by which small
wrought-iron pipes, in connection with improved valves
and arrangement, are substituted for large castiron and copper pipes.

T. W ILEY, J r ., 20 STATE STREET,
S l,000 WORTH OF DRY GOODS
B O O K A N D JO B P R IN T IN G
Receives subscriptions to all American and choice Eng
Just received, per Express, at the
— NEATLY E X E C U T E D AT T H E ---lish periodicals, and forwards them in advance of other agents, by mail or otherwise, to any part of the country.— G A R D I N E R C H E A P S T O R E
He flatters himself that his long experience, wide spread
lU a tc r jf ln m ta m
© ffic c .
U y J. & J. T . STO A E.
reputation for punctuality and precision, will recommend
HE above, added to their immense stock, complete:
him to professional gentlemen and private individuals.—
s; H a n d B il l s ,
their assortment—making it one of the largest an* C ircu la r s ,
Orders for any kind of Books whatever promptly attended
B la n k s ,
to. Address T. W iley , J r ., Publisher, 20 State street, best selected stocks ever offered on the Kennebec. W e g< C atalogues ,
to the city and take advantage of the market, and buy and sel I’ow n O rders
Boston.
N o t ic e s ,
10 per cent less than those who have their Goods sent tc
C ar d s.
In v ita tio n s ,
THE ONLY ENTIRE CASH
them, not knowing anything about the market.
JOBBING BOOT AND SHOE STORE
H at T i p s , & c
Labels,
Our stock consists in part of the following, viz:
In Boston, is
Dress Goods—Cashmeres, Muslin DeLaines, Tliibe■
cloth, Lyonese—all shades, black, blue-black and Plaii Particular attenion paid to the printing of Constitutions,
THOMAS C. W ALES’,
Alpaccas, nice Black Silk; also, a large lot of Cashmen
Blanks" &c., for “ Divisions” and “ Unions.”
19 and 21 Broad, 46 and 48 Central streets.
and Woolen Shawls, DeLaine ditto, Damask ditto, etc.
Cash buyers, come and see for yourselves.
I)>f£. J . J5. W E K B E K ,
We are selling our Broadcloths, Cassiineres, Satinetts.
L. STEPHENSON & CO.
and Tweeds, at less prices than can be bought in town.
£> XZ
GARDINER, ME.
Manufacturers of Dearborn’s Patent Balance, Plat
C A R PE T IN G S—We receive our Carpetings direct
Full sets of Teeth inserted upon the most improved plan
form and Factory Balances, Counter Scales and Town from the Agents, and therefore save one profit, which ena
and sufficient time given to test them before any pay is re
Standards.
bles us to sell them as low as others can buy.
72 Water street, 2 doors below Liberty Square, Boston.
41tf
A laree lot of Prints; red, white, green and yellow Flan qnired.
nel, striped Shirtings, Bed Ticking, col’d Cambric, Crash.
NE W CLOTHING STOlilL
Diaper, Canvass, Padding, Carpet Bags, black silk Ildkfs,
B adger & R yan ,
--- D EA LER IN--Pocket ditto, of ail kinds, Gloves, Hosiery, Pins, Needles.
Wholesale dealers in every description of
Tape, Ribbons, Linen Ildkfs, Vestings, Table Covers, a
W
.
f
.
G
o
o d s A G r o c e r ie s ,
R e a d y - m a d e C l o th in g Sp F u r n i s h i n g G o o d s , large lot of Bleached and Brown Sheetings, very cheap; in
No 3 Hitchborn Block, Ann strset, Boston.
fact, all kinds of Goods usually kept in a Dry Goods Store.
NAILS, GLASS, PAINTS, OILS, &c,
All the above Goods will be sold at less prices than those
OLIVER HOLMAN,
B ow m an ’s B lock— W a t er S t r e e t ,
who are obliged to sell at great discounts.
No 124 State street, Boston.
On our second floor we have a good stock of
G A R D I N E R , M E .____________

T

C H A R L E S B. C L A P ,

ACCOUNT BOOK MANUFACTURER, STATIONER.

West

And general agent for Perkin’s Superior Printing
and Visiting Cards.

India

Goods,

T

Owing to the mild weather and bad travelling,

WHITE & POTTER,

WI LL SELL HI S

15 {South side) State street, Boston.
BOOK-KEEPIN(iffWRITING, Vc.

ENTIRE

STOCK O F

DRY GOODS,

JOSHUA

J O N E S & C o.,

ESPECTFULLY announce to the citizens of Gardi
ner and vicinity, that they have opened a WARE
ROOM in Tarbox’s Building, next door to C, Wilsoh’s
where they offer for sale a new and select assortment of ’
F u rn itu re , C h a irs , a n d Looking-Glasses,
\ \ hich they will sell as low as can be purchased on
river. Their stock comprises almost every variety of jtyt,
and pattern, and those intending to purchase will find it ,
their advantage to give them a call before purchasing els.
where.
N. B. Furniture made and repaired, and all kinds ofi0
work in their line done to order, at the Manufactory 0fj'
J o n e s , opposite the Woollen Factory.
Gardiner, Oct 1, 1847.
'
lOtf

R

Cheaper than the Chearest!!
i n /

s

m

s

M m

n w

m rm

S. W. TARBOX
H AVING taken and fitted up the Store formerly K.
copied by J ohn M f. ad er , where he is now offeriug to the inhabitants of Gardiner, and the surrounding :ouo.
try a large and complete assortment of

G r o c e r ie s a n d P ro v isio n s.

Such as Flour, Corn, Pork, Lard, Cheese, Butter, Eg.,
Molasses, Coffee, Tea, Sugars, Box and cask Raisins'
Dates, Tobacco, Soap, Oil, Candles, Fish, Salt,Saiteratus'
ruperior No. 1 Mackerel,
N eap.ly o p p o s it e t h e G a r d in e r H o t e l
CONFECTIONARIES OF ALL KINDS,
on the F i r s t F l o o r , can be found a good ass ort m e nt o and other articles too numerous to mention. All the above
will be sold as low for c a s h , as can be bought at anv oils
er Store in the place.
------ AND------N. B.—The subscriber is determined not to be under sold
ly any one, therefore call and examine, before purchasing
€ R O € I I I I I t V W .1 R R , elsewhere.
F O R S A L E C H E A P FOR. T H E C A S H B Y
,
All kinds of produce taken in exchange, for which ,i fair
price will he paid.
20
Qtf-Don’l forget the place—1 Door East A. C. Stumt’s

Consisting of Molasses, Tea, Coffee, Sugar, Pork, Flour,
Lard, Sperm and Whale Oil, Soap and Candles, Castile
Soap,
Cassia, Pimento, Pepper, Ginger, Raisins, Citron,
C R O C K E I? Y ,
C h in a fy G la ss W a r e , P a ,p e r H a n g i n g s , fy c . Currants, Nitre, Soda, Cream of Tartar. HARD-WARE
—Nails, Glass, (7x9, 8x10, 9x13,) Knives and Forks.
An extensive assortment for sale by
Butts, Screws, Files, Wash-Boards, Brooms, Pails, etc.
Michael Mellon & Co., 16, 18 and 20 Merchants' Row.
White Lead and Oil, Chrome Green, Paris ditto, French
DAGUERREOTYPES
Yellow, Chrome ditto, Venetian Red, Japan, Varnish, Red
Taken single, or in groups, from two to twenty, or more, Lead, Umber, Latharge, Red and White Chalk;—making
one of the best selected stocks on the river—all which will
in style and finish equal to any taken in the city, at
No. 113 Washington street, by Pettee fy Cathan.
be sold so low as to defy competition.
ENOCH M ARSH ALL,
The above stock is at Wholesale or Retail, at the Gardi
S H 0 R E Y k CO. ,
ner
Cheap
.Store,
by
J.
<
$
*
J.
T.
STONE,
Wholesale dealers in Foreign and Domestic Piece Goods,
Opposite J. E. D a v i s ’ Hat .Store.
G A R D I N E R , ( M e .)
Hosiery, Threads, Bindings,—Manufacturers of Wool
Gardiner, Jan 26, 1848.
3?
0 5 “All business forwarded by mail or otherwise, prompten Yarn—168 Washington street, Boston.
y a ttende d to.
40tf
W a n te d I m m e d ia te ly .
SUPPORTERS AND TRUSSES.
WO
or
three
good
Shoemakers
to
work
on
pegged
W . D I C K E Y ,
A. F. BART.ETT,
T ’work, to whom constant employment will be given
Manufacturer of all kinds of Imjirovcd Supqxrtcrs, such as and
the highest wages paid.
J. & B. STANFORD.
D
E
PUTY S H E R I F F ,
Chapin's, Fitch's, Ingall's; Banning's Laces and others of Gardiner, Feb. 1, 1848.
29
GARDINER, Kennebec Co., Me.
his own improvement; also, Patent Elastic Shoulder and
N. B.—Business by mail promptly attended to.
Suspender Braces, and Superior Trusses, 221 Washington
W a n te d .
street, near Marlboro' Hotel, Boston.
WO good Journeymen shoemakers to work on pegged
ISE A SSY F . D A Y & C o .,
work, to whom good wages will be paid. None need
xMARTIN L. BRADFORD,
------- IMPORTERS OF ------apply
but
those
of
temperate
habits.
JOHN
WEBB.
142 Washington street, Boston.
Gardiner, Feb. 1, 1S48.
29
HARDWARE & CUTLERY,
C u t le r y , H a r d w a r e a n d F i s h i n g T a c k le .
- AND D E A L E R S I N
Sole agent for Johnson’s Patent Fish Hooks.
SELLING OFF at a GREAT DISCOUNT!
GOLD PENS—DIAMOND POINTS,
Crockery, Glass & China Ware,

WITH SILVER PENCIL AND CASE,
W a r r a n t e d f o r SI,25.

NEW FURNITURE ESTABLISHMENT

R O N ,

S T E E L ,

Day's New Block, corner of Bridge

N A I L S
Summer Sts.,

B O T A N 1 C M K D 1 C l N ES]
n

r . i s .

o ss r o .v

OULD take this opportunity to inform the friends ol
Medical Reform, and the public generally in Gardi
ner and the surrounding country, that he has again perma
nently located himself in said town, and opened a Store o

W

S S o ta n ic J f le d ic in e s ,
with a very large assortment, more so than any other estab
lishment on Kennebec River, of both simples and com
pounds, where he can supply both Physicians and country
traders; also individuals who wish to purchase for their
own use, all of which he will sell as low, or lower, than can
be bought at any other establishment on the river, or in the
State.
N. B.—D r . M o r t o n intends to keep constantly on
hand all kinds of BOTANIC M EDICINES that are
kept in auv Druggist Store, except those of a poisonous nature, narcotics, &c., for he goes on the “ no poison" princi
ple. If you wish to buy p o i s o n s to KILL, go to some
other place; but if to cure your maladies, aches and pains,
COME TO THIS PLACE,

OCJ-First D oor E a st o f C lay’s B rick B lo ck , 4%
HENRY F. DAY,
36
JAS. P. HITCHCOCK.
N ea r the Grist. M ill.... W a t e r S t .
Gardiner, August 13, 1847.
3tf
H e r e y o u Intvc i t !
Tested
hy
the
Experience
o
f
Thousand
fo r 20 Years
HE subscriber, having a large lot of Furniture on
hand, and wishing to dispose of it before the river
The
Vegetable
Pulmonary
Balsam.
opens, now offers to the public all kinds of
,
HAS proved itself the best Remedial
FURNITURT3—such as Sofas, B u reau s, B e d 
Cp f —
Agent known for Coughs, Colds, Consteads, T a b le s, C hairs, L ooking
/*YrMvjr.T
sumptions, Asthma, Phthisic, Spitting ot
G lasses, & c.,
1- Blood, Whoopi ng cough, and al! Piilu on10 PER CEBIT. C H E A P E R
ffffl g
ary Affections, Diseases of the Lungs
Than can be bought at any other Ware Room on the
as has, and can be shown from the testiriver.
“
~ FI FIELD.
F.
j ; °ifc«s>c'. mony °* t*lc ,nost respectable Physicians
Affection’s dearest pledge.
Pittston, February, 1848.
30
ifottJ
a«d others, who are entitled to tlie most
>,,c*Huntluesti,,nal)le belief. After having tried
With her in sweetest bliss lie passed
M e d ic in e s .
' the many new preparations, without fined
A six-week’s honey-moon—
ing the expected relief, multitudes are compelled to return,
C. F . B R A N C H , A pothecary,
But then, his love as other’s do
WATER
STREET,
GARDINER,
to
the
V
e
g
e
t
a
b l e P u l m o n a r y B a l s a m , which they
Diminished very soon.
AS just ^received a full supply of Drugs, Medi- acknowledge to be, after all, the best remedy known for the
cir
™
In fact he was a patriot true,
cines,
Chemicals,
Patent Medicines, Perfumery, ! above complaints.
And ’t was of course his aim,
Brushes, Fancy Articles, &c. &c., which are offered very
Beware of Counterfeits anrl imitations such as Carter's Cor. In politics well skilled lobe;
ow for cash.
14
pound Pulmonary Balsam, American Pulmonary Balsam,
In this no man’s to blame.
Octobnr, 25, 1S47.
and others in part bearing the name ! Enquire for the ar
ticle by its whole name, the “ V e g e t a b l e P u l m o n a r y
METALLIC RUBBER BELTING
He went to all the caucuses
i'j . SS \ fi fi'x Y
B a l s a m ,” and see that it has the written signature of Wm
And took the “ Dailv Bee,”
Steam Packing, Engine-hose, and ail articles made of
OULD inform his old customers and the public in Jon'n Cutler, upon a yellow label on the blue wrappers.—
Went to the ‘'Tip and Tyler Club,”
Vulcanized Rubber.
general, that he has now on hand and is receiving Each bottle and seal is stamped ‘Vegetable Pulmonary BalAnd “ spreed” right merrily.
C h e e v e r & M c B u r n e y , N . 2 Liberty square, Boston.
one of the best selected stocks of
j Prepared by R e f . d & C u t l e r , formerly Reed, IVing
GILBERT k CO.—( From Paris.)
f‘No man two masters well can serve—”
@8> W ® £®
Cutler, Importers and Wholesale Dealers in Medicines
This was our Cobbler’s fix,
I I AI R C UT T E R S AND WI G MA K E R S ,
Ever offered in this town. He would invite all to call and ij &
Paints, Chemicals and Dye Stuff's, 54 Chatham St., Boston
For love, and business decreased,
Corner of Hanover and Court streets,
examine his stock before purchasing.
|
and
sold by Druggists and country merchants generally.—
As gained his politics.
Gardiner, Nov. 10, 1847.
16tf
Formerly at 250 Washington street, Boston.
: For particulars and recommendations enquire for a pamphHis business failed, likewise his health—
SADDLERY, HARDWARE,
Flaine Mammoth Mutual Fire Insurance let accompanying cad. bottle. Price 5 0 cents. For sole
H is face and nose turned red,
in Gardiner by C. P. B r a n c h ; II. S m i t h ; A. T. Pi nA N D C A R R I A G E T R I M M I N G S,
C-mpany.
But still, (such was his “ giant mind;” )
k i n s ; G. ill. A t w o o d .
3ir.l3
h e n r y p. F a i r b a n k s , 56 P e a r l s tr e e t
PPLICATIONS for Insurance in the above Company
He did not take his bed.
(Formerly Fairbanks, Loring & Co., Boston.)
received by
C. DANFORTH.
8 a h b a th S c h o o l IS oohs.
His sickness’s cause, I dare not guess—
Gardiner, Jan. 22, 1S47.
7tf
FMNIIE subscriber is prepared to furnish Sabbath School*
Pul still his health did fail,
SH EET MUSIC & PIANO FORTES.
LL
with
all the publications of the Am. S. S. Union, at
His neighbors not so delicate,
Flic most extensive assortment of Music to be found in the
F iir ia ifiir e W a r e R o o m ,
Boston prices. Among them are the following :
Said that, ’twas caused by ale.
city.—Also, second hand Piano Fortes, at the lowest
rSN IIE subscriber hasjtaken the shop recently occupied
THE COMPLETE S. S. LIBRARY, of 511 foundprices.—A liberal discount to teachers.
Jh_ by J. O. H inkley & Co., where he now offers to Vols., with 100 catalogues to correspond, including 2 Bib
But this poor man, to save himself,
M a r t i n & B e a l s , 184 Washington street, Boston.
he
public
a
large
assortment
of
FURNITURE—such
as
lical
Maps, in a case with lock and key. Price 8?100,—
Took the wrong course, I’m sure;
j without case, $95.
HENSHAW & WOODROUGH,
He took, to mend his shattered health,
Bureas, Chairs, B edsteads, T ab les,
CHEAP LIBRARY , of 100 Vols., selected from
(Successsrs to Fulton H. YV. Co.,) manufacturers of wai
The cause instead of cure.
Washstands, Dress Tables, Stands, Settee Cradles, Look theTHE
plainly and strongly bound. Price Ij-lO,—with
ranted C as t S t e e l S a w s , of every description,
ing
Glasses,
&c.
All
of
which
will
be
sold
as
low
as at any ; caveabove,
His house soon went, as need it must,
11,50.
wholesale and retail.—No.-36 Congress street, Boston.
other place on the river. All kinds of Furniture made to | The Union Questions, Child’s Scripture Question Book,
II is business still kept failing—
order at my shop.
ZENAS ALLEN,
lie still took ale for all his ails
Bible Dictionary, &c.
F . GLAZIER, J r.
I f f Birch and Dine Coffins mode to order, and at short no ;i Union
31 Court street,’offers at wholesale and retail, a splendid va
And yet he still kept ailing.
Gardiner, July 23, 1847.
tice,
F. FIFJELD.
riety of French and American P a p e r H a n g i n g s at
He’d lost his house, he’d lost his shop,
Pittston, December, 18-17.
20
low prices. Purchasers are invited to call and examine.
Sudorific Powders.
His tools theyf next did fall,
If there is a panacea in the world, it is this preparaIMPROVED DAGUERREOTYPES. ~
But yet, (dispute it if you will,)
I¥ew Stoi'c a n d iV cw G o o d s ! ji tion.
It is a safe and gentle stimulant, equalizing the
lie still possessed his awl.
J. A. W h ip p l e , 96 W a s h i n g t o n S tr e e t ,
! secretions, strengthening the digestive organs, obviating
Plates polished by steam power, being more perect, take
BAXTER BOWMAN,
I costiveness, producing a moist condition of the skin, and
Poor man, he could not stand the storm,
better impressions.—Likenesses taken single, or in
Nor yet, before it bend,
At the Store formerly occupied by J. F. 4' *8. Richardson, ; in a word, enabling the different organs to perform their
groups of two to twenty. Satisfaction warranted.
j functions in a healthy manner. It operates in harmony
And so before, he’d yet waxed old
AS opened an entire new and general assortment cf with the laws of nature, and therefore may be safely used
He met his final end.
JAMES EDMOND,
Goods, adapted to the wants of the citizens of this : in every form of disease. It is particularly useful as a
town, consisting of
DEALER IN BAR IRON AND STEEL.
But, as to Alchohol in life
convenient family medicine, in sudden colds, febrile attacks,
No. 2 Market Square, Boston.
He’d been both true and fast,
hoarseness, sore throat, coughs, influenza, earache, tooth
Opposite south side of Faneuil Hall.
So he became on Temperance’s side
ache, pains in the stomach, bowels, or other parts of the
It's stiffestfriend at last.
Of almost every variety,—such as superior English and body, rheumatism, cold hands and feet, diarrhoea, dysen
C H A S E ’S D A G U E R R E O T Y P E R O O M S ,
American Prints, Alpaccas, Sheetings, Shirtings, Linens, tery, colic, croup, giddiness, hysteria, mumps, headache,
And now young men a word to you,
247 Washington street, B-.ston, and 257.
Flannels, &o. &c.
derangement ol the stomach, jaundice, worms, nervous
A warning from him take—
We have executed forty thousand Likenesses, and posscssdisorders, and the various eruptions of the skin. It rarely
D on’t throw yourselves and friends away,
ing every facility, can take from one to fifty on the
,
, if ever fails to bring out the eruption in measles, small pox,
For your good country’s sake.
same plate, unsurpassed by any in the world.
^ Hour and Corn, Pork, Beef, Lard, Hams, Cheese, Butter, i canker rash, chicken pox, &r.
Sggs ^Molasses.Teas, Coffee, Sugars, Box and Cask Rai- j Prepared and sold by Dr. B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32
J O H N T I L L S O N & CO. ,
Tobacco, Soap, Candles,—and other articles too
Chloroform Toothache Drops.
23 North Market street, Boston,
OC T. MOR TON has this day received a new supply
numerous to mention.
T is well known that “ Chloroform ” has superceded Importers of S h o e M a n u f a c t u e r s ’ G oo ds , and deal
of Chapin’s and Bartlett’s" Improved Abdominal
Gardiner,
Nov. 24, 1847.
18tf
(in a great measure,) the use of E t h e r , as an allayer
ers in Leather and Findings.
Y.
UongTeSiow
|
Supporters
and Shoulder Braces for Ladies and Gentlemen,
w.i , s s s s s i e m i t M Z s s .
of pain ami is now used by the best Surgeons and Dentists
I
which
he sells very low' for cash. Those wishing to ptnA . W . P 0 L L A R D7
V P e n n y s a v e d , is T w o earn e d.
OULD inform the inhabitants of Pittston and vicin
P ain ts & Oils, Nails & Glass,
in preference, A C e l e b r a t e d C h e m i s t , (and one of
j chase had better call quick, whilst there is a good assortW (ity, that he intends to keep a general assortment of
COSTUMER AND REGALIA MANUFACTURER,
the first manufacturers of “ Chloroform,” ) has discovered
consisting in part of the following:
! ment, for they are in great demand.
H . H . D E A N
CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,
that “ Chloroform” with other simple preparations, will
Importer of Gold and Silver Lace and Fringes,
Sugars—Havana Brown, Havana White, Porto Rico, J |I J A R taken rooms over the store formerly occupied by
He would also take this opportunity to say that he has
instantly cure the TOOTHACHE. After testing it in
No. 6 Court street, {near Washington) Boston.
At a moderate price. Carriages made and repaired to or St. Croix, crushed, Powder’d and Loaf.
lately moved to the white cottage house nearly opposite his
many cases it has never failed to give instant relief; there
der.
T eas—Old Hyson, Y. Hyson, Ningyong, Pouchong,
CARPETS
LOW
FOR
CASH,
Is no possible danger in using it, as it will not injure the
He hopes those wishing to purchase a good carriage, will and Souchong.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
sound teeth a particle.—All that is necessary in using these
call and examine his before purchasing elsewhere; espec Coffee—Old Gov’t Java, Roasted & Ground, Porto
Drops is to saturate well a bit of cotton or lint, and place At No. 102 Hanover street, corner of Blackstone, Boston. ially his brother Odd Fellows.
Cabello and St. Domingo.
it in the cavity of the tooth. Relief will he immediate.
(Salesmen wanted.)
W m . P. T e n n e y
N. B. Particular attention paid to Blacksinithing, Re Molasses—Mansanlla, P. Rico,Trinidad §• Cardenas.
None Genuine without the signature of Ross & P oor on
pairing and Painting.
Oils—Bleached Winter Sperm, do. Winter Whale,
FANCY GOODS WAREHOUSE.
the wrapper. Sold at No, 19 Tremont Row, Boston; and
cut in the latest and most fashionable styles.
17
I
_ rw,
Pittston, March 2, 1848.
32
Castor, Olive, Linseed and Camphene.
W a n te d three or four first rate coat-makers, to whom 1* ^ l i t S I p V
'M'Cft^ $ & tt g ftt
by G. M. ATWOOD, Gardiner, Me.
3m34
K e l l y & L e v i n , (successors to E. F. Follansbee,)
Pork, Lard, Rice, Cheese, Mackerel, Pickles, Spices good
M A
HMDS. Molasses, 125m,
Chests
wages
will
be
given.
Also,
a
number
of
girls
to
learn
^
^
1T,1TVa
—. and
. uHalf
- kcnChests
—.
Kilby street, Importers and dealers in English, Frencli
Brown, Soda, Castile and Shaving Soaps, Tobacco, Ci to make Vests and Pants, to whom no pains will be spared j
Tea, 65 Bags Porto Cabello, Rio and Cape
and German F ancy A r t i c l e s , Perfumery,
N O T IC E .
gars,
Snuff,
Salt,
Fish,
Chocolate,
Choc.
Shells,
Prepared
30 Boxes H. B. S ugar, 4 do. H. W. do., 15 bids.
Brushes, Writing Desks, Silk Guards and
HE Subscriber hereby gives public notice to all con
Isinglass, Irish Moss, Sago, Tapioca, Ketchups, Capers, to impart to them a thorough knowledge of the business. i Coffee,
Cuba do., 5 do. Portland Sugar House do., 1 lilid. Porto
T o C lose hj> Use C o n cern !
cerned, that he has been duly appointed and taken Purses, Accordeons, Violions, Dress Fans, Silver Thimbles
S. F. Mustard, Jar Pickles, Jellies and Jams, Cask and All garments warranted to fit if made up by good work n Rico do., 3 bbls. crushed do. 30 boxes Ground Spices, 50
and Pencils, Boxes, German Toys of all kinds.
upon himself the trust of Guardian for WILLIAM S.
Box Raisins, Grapes, Figs, Candies, &c.
do. Tobacco, 20 kegs Raisins, 35 boxes do., 25 half do. do.,
BALLARD, of Gardiner, in the County of Kennebec, bv Dealers are respectfully invited to examine this extensive
P a in ts—Pure and Extra Gr’d Lead, Dry Lead, Dry
N. K. C H A D W I C K ,
20 quarter do. do., 5 Tierces Rice, for sale by
stock.
giving bond as the law directs. He therefore requests all
and
Gr’d
Chrome
Green,
Chrome
Yellow,
Am.
Vermilion,
Y
a
new'
process—the
light
being
admitted
from
a
nov. 24.
JOHN DENNIS.
ILL sell his stock of D R Y GOODS at a great Gr’d and Dry Paris Green, Gr’d and Dry Umber, Gr’d
Joseph B. Kelley,
James F. Levin.
persons who are indebted to said Ballard to make im
sky-light, instead of a side-light, which is objected to
discount
without
regard
to
cost,
as
he
intends
to
mediate payment, and those who have any demands, are
Prussia Blue, Terre de Sena, Whiting, Lampblack, Japan by many on the account of one side of the face being dark.
W H ITING & KEH OE,
leave
this
place.
h
o
use
requested to exhibit the same for settlement.
The light is admitted through the roof, which throws the
Manufacturers and wholesale dealers in every description of He has one of the largest and best selected stocks on Sp’ts Turp., Coach and Fur. Varnish, &c.
g— A
P e r m a n e n t and T r a n s i e n t Boarding
RAY THOMPSON.
shades
in
a
most
agreeable
manner
upon
the
features
of
the
Nails
of
all
the
different
sizes.
the river, consisting in part of the following named articles:
READY-MADE CLOTHING,
% by C a p t. C I I A ^ F E f f VARNUM, in
Gardiner, March 15, 1848.
3w34
individual sitting.
lass—The different sizes from 7x9 to 18x26.
Broadcloths, Cassiineres, Satinetts, Vestings and Tai G
Granite Building, I\o 40 and 42 Ann street., Boston.
D A Y'S BLOCK, corner of Bridge and
B rushes—Paint, W. W., Floor, Pencil, Blacking and
Mr. N. D A Y has, at considerable expense, fitted up j11H• i&« J l Summer
B o n n e t s a n ti S tr a w G oods ! Jos. J. Whiting, M. Kehoe, Jr., C. W. Galloupe lors’ Trimmings, Cloak Goods of all sorts, Dress Goods Horse.
streets—a short distance from the
rooms expressly for the business,
f all kinds.
Gardiner Flour Mills. Those wishing a
Wooden Ware, &c.—Painted Tubs, Pails, Butter
PROUTY k WEARS’
Francis Ellis & Co,, Boston,
OVER H. C. PO R TE R ’S CROCKERY WARE STORE,
FLANNELS.—Red, White, and Yellow—plain and Boxes
pleasant
situation,
and
a
good boarding house, wiildo well
and Firkins, Cov’d Bnckets, Spice Boxes, Axe and
NFORM their friends and all paying purchasers of IMPROVED CUTTING EDGE CENTRE GRAFT PLOUGHS. figured, of all qualities.
In the third story, where he will be pleased to wait upon to call.
Hoe
handles,
Goad
Sticks,
Rolling
Pins,
Clothe
Lines
and
Patented
1847.
SHAWLS
.—The
most
in
quantity,
and
from
the
best
B o n n e t s , T r i m m i n g s , &c., that they have removed
Gardiner, Oct. 13, 1847.
12
the Ladies arid Gentlemen of Gardiner and vicinity, and he
Designed for common, or extra deep ploughing. Also, a in quality down to the lowest priced article at 25 cents, and Pins, Bed-cords, &e.
from their old stand, No. 24, to their Spacious Rooms
C. B . C . has also the right to make and sell the E co n  will endeavor to give the most perfect satisfaction. Minia
Nos. 64 & 6 6 K ilby st., near Milk, where they are complete assortment of Agricultural and Horticultural Im at less prices than ever before offered.
tures
set
in
Cases,
from
S1,50
to
$3.
Old
Pictures
re-taken
A
t
t
e
n
t
io
n
!
’B
lie
w
h
o
le
l
in
e.
opening the
plements; Iloveys patent Hay Cutter, &r.; Grass, Gar-! Brown and Bleached Sheetings, (a good article for 6 o m is t ’s P a i n t , a cheap and valuable article for painting for 75 cts. Miniatures set in Lockets, from ijf3 to $12.—
barns, sheds, fences, ceilings, &e.
T
r
a
in
in
g
'
's
E
le
g
n
n
!
den,
Field
and
Flower
seeds,
warranted
fresh
and
pure.
Al
;
BEST ASSORTMENT OF STRAW GOODS,
cents per yard,) Shirtings and Drillings, Striped Shirtings,
an ted —most kinds of country produce for which a Also, Portraits, Daguerreotype Pictures and Scenery, copied
they ever offered. They are still Agents for R. Bassett, so Portable and Brick Furnaces, for heating churches, hos- j Tickings, Denims, all kinds of Linen Goods, Bleached and fairWprice
LL persons indebted to me by note or account, are re
true to the original. All are invited to call and examine for
will be paid.
22
whose goods have been many years so justly celebrated— pitals, houses and public buildings. Wholesale and retail, I Brown Table Cloths, colored do., Bonnet Ribbons, Laces
quested to pay the same by Feb. 25th, if they wish to
themselves, {ftEntrance at the Post Office— Up Stairs.
none can excel them in Style, Durability and Finish. Oun 19, 20 f 22 North Market street, Boston.
and Lace Edgings, Satins, Vestings, Copper-plates, white
save
cost. All demands not settled at the above time will
Instructions
given
in
the
Art,
and
Apparatus
furnished,
N
O
T
I
C
E
D
prices are low as the lowest.
and col’d Cambrics., Muslins, Nankins, Petticoat Robes,
be left with an attorney for collection.
HAVE no fears that my friends will forget to call on if wanted.
WHITMAR8H & SMITH,
Silk Velvet, cotton do., Carpet Bags, Purse Twist and
Among our goods which we are constantly receiving- No 1 Old Stale
Jan. 19,1848.
" 15tf
G. W . LOWELL.
Gardiner, Nov. 17, 1S47.
17tf
me, consequently are not under the necessity of putting
House, Bostonfronting on Washington st., Trimmings,
fresh from the Manufacturers, are
Steel Beads, Band Boxes, Moreens, Mitts, my name at each end of my advertisement, for fear that 1
DEALERS IN FIRST CLASS READY MADE CLOTHING,
100 Cases Plain Florence Bonnets—all prices.
Patent
Spin
Abdominal
Supporters,
Gloves and Hosiery, Crape, Napkins, Doilies, Diaper and shall be passed by, or that people cannot find the place
Female
Restorative,
Adapted to every emergency and season, with the best Crash, cloak, dress and curtain Fringes, Gimps Selicias,
50 “ China Pearl,
“
“
HE attention of Physicians and all others in want of
where they can buy GOODS cheaper than any where else . Pbis Medicine is an excellent tonic and stimulant, and
selection
of
uncut
goods
for
order
trade.
150 “ Fancy Florence “
“
silk, linen and cotton Pocket and Neck Hdkfs., curtain in creation, Odd Fellows Row excepted, where 4d sheeting is is particularly designed for the complaints of females, such
the above article, is solicited to “ Crain's Patent SpiThomas Whitmarsh,
Charles A. Smith.
50 “ Adalaids
“
“
Tassels, Scarfs,—a complete assortment of L ook ing so) very cheap and fine,—knowing as 1 do that every one as fluor albus, weakness of the uterine organs, and irregu- no Abdominal Supporter,” which is warranted equal, if not
larity
of
the
menstrual
discharges.
It
is
also
beneficial
in
50 “ Coburgs
“
“
G
l
a
s
s
e
s
,
&
o
.
&e.
superior,
to any instrument, for the purposes required, now
CROSSETT & BROWN,
advertises sells cheaper than any one else. Now then,
CARPETINGS.—I purchase my Wool and Painted that
Afeo, Misses Bonnets of every style and price, with the
Manufacturers of Diamond Pointed G ol d P e n s ,
I will just say that for T H I R T Y D AY S you can find loss of appetite, dyspepsia, worms, diarrhoea, spitting of in use.
Carpetings of the Manufacturer,and tor CASH, ami there Goods at my store as cheap as you please.
blood, coughs, asthma, difficulty of breathing, a low or ex
best assortment of Umbrellas, Parasols, Bonnet Trimmings,
The subscriber has been appointed sole Agent for the
SILVER HOLDERS AND PENCIL CASES,
by save two profits, and can and will sell them at lower I wish if understood, however, that I shall not undersell hausted state ot the system, and the various diseases in sale of the above in Gardiner and vicinity, and has just
Ribbons, Flowers, Rushes, Tabs, &c., &c.
1301-2
Washington
street.
which
the
Spiced
Bitters
arc
employed.
It
is
very
bene
prices
than
those
that
purchase
of
Agents.
received an assortment of the various sizes.
• U-—Oiu* Country Friends will please remember that
any one else, who are so fortunate as to have mt ney enough
Those persons who wish to save 10 to 25 per cent, on to bear their expenses to Boston to make such wonderful ficial both before and after child-birth, especially if there
we shall not “ Drum” or annoy them at their lodgings when „
Gardiner, Jan’y, 1848.
C. P. BRANCH.
.LEAD PIPF AND SH EET LEAD.
in Boston, and therefore send them the above notice. 8w33 Patent improved Lead Pipe and Sheet Lead manufactured their purchases of Dry Goods, will do well to call and ex bargains as to enable them to sell 10 per cent, cheaper than is debility in the organs coucerne 1 in the process of labor.
B * a i n > r H a n g i n 4f v .
Prepared^nd sold by Dr B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32
and for sale at the lowest prices for cash. Also E n  amine my stock before purchasing; and they will find this their more unfortunate neighbors. However, we will not
S h o p s w it h W a te r P o w e r .
Rq LLS, of French and American mamifaeis no humbug, as I shall leave this place as soon as I can throw wool over their eyes, by telling them we go after onr
glish and American Linseed Oil,
’ “
HE subscriber has just received and is now opening nlF r J ’U s ture In store and for sale by
O be let the shop on the lower bridge, with a good GEO. L. STEARNS, corner of Water and Congress St. close my business.
N. K. CHADWICK,
Goods,
when
we
send
for
them
by
Express,
for
fear
they
his
Spring
Stock
of
PAPER
HANGINGS,
Win
iny 23,
F. GLAZIER, J r .
Brick Store—corner of Maine and Water streets,
W ater Power, now occupied as a Last Factory by
so.
dow Curtains, Borders, and Fire Board Patterns. This
M I L L I K E N ’S E A T I N G H O U S E ~
Samuel Mason, possession to be given 16th April next*. *
Directly opposite the Gardiner Hotel. will think we told a long yarn—orISAAC
R.
MORTON
keeps
constantly
on hand D r . ChatSHEPARD.
stock
is
tlie
largest,
and
comprises
the
greatest
variety
ol
Also, a shop in the new Plaster .Mill with good Water N o r f o l k A v e n u e , r e a r o f 185 W a s h i n g t o n S t .
*** All persons indebted, by note or account, will please N. B.—I wonder it I could not be accommodated with a
i n ’ s A bdom inal Supporters and Shoulder
patterns ever offered on the Kennebec, as all will ackno'wl
Power, possession to be given immediately.
When in Boston he sure to call; you will always find
call and settle.
few clerks in case of a great rush I
28
B races.
edge who choose to call and examine for themselves.
the liest eating, cheap and nice—and clean Lodg
Gardiner, Feb’y, 1848.
30
^
r
R- II- GARDINER.
Also, a prime assortment of SyringeSj all of which he
jttly 23.
F. GLAZIER, J r .
Gardiner, March 1, 1848.
6w33
ings at 25 cents—open day and nigh^
offers
for sale at the lowest prices.
5
Mothers’
Relief,
or
Female
Friend.
Spiced or Jaundice Bitters.
BALLARD tf PRINCE,
Comnosition.
F a rial fo r S a le .
These Bitters are one of the best medicines in use, for This is one of the best medicines for females who are
F
r
e
n
c
h
"Pnpe
H
a
n
g
in
gs.
—Dealers in—
This is a good Family Medicine,—safe in most diseases,
restoring the tone of the digestive organs, and creating an troubled with diseases peculiar to their sex, such as Fluor
just received and for sale hy
(IN W E S T
G A R D I N E R ,)
FOREIGNSf D OMESTIC CARPETINGS. appetite. It is an excellent remedy in jaundice,dyspepsia, Albus, Bearing Down, Pains across the Back, Hips, and especially in colds, febrile attacks, hoarseness, sore throat, r aHv w o Cases
42
F. GLAZIER, JR.
yfe
^
acres of Land with a good House and
worms, flatulency, piles, headache, giddiness, pains in the the lower part of the Bowels, Profuse Menstruation, Sus influenza, pains in the stomach, bowels, and other parts of
Brornjleld, near Washington street, Boston.
Jkirn, and well of water. Also, a granite ledge on
F i e k lc s .
stomach and bowels, diarrhoea, gravelly complaints, stran pension, Costiveness, Nervousness, Painful Menstruation, the body, cold hands and tect, diarrhoea, dysentery, colic,
t e premises, very valuable. Will he sold (at a bargain,)
N E W & I M P O R T A N T D ISC O V E R Y
BBLS. Cucumber Pickles. For sale hy
gonorrhoea, fluor albus, heart-burn, rickets, mercurial and also previous to and after Confinement. It operates cramp, giddiness; and is a great purifier of the blood.
|t applied tor immediately, to J o hn W a r r e n on the prem- A Chemical Mixture, Prepared and soldbyW.C. N o r t h , gury.
JOHN" DENNIS.
Prepared and sold by Dr B. MORTON, Gardiner. [32 4*
salivation, consumption—and the whole train of chronic according tothe Laws of Nature; therefore it is perfectly
ises, or of
SAM’L WARREN,
142 Tl ashington street, Boston.
diseases.
32
safe in all cases of debility, coughs, colds, $-c.
32
UClU WHEAT FLOUR—in Barrels,HMf Band*
o
o
k
a
n
d
jo
b
p
r
in
t
in
g
Gardiner, March 7, 1848. 34 Auctioneer, Water St.
neatly
executed
at
p t produces perfect life-like Dagurreotype Mmatures.
Prepared and sold bv DR. B. MORTON, Gardiner.
Prepared and sold by I) r . B. MORTON, Gardiner.
and Bag?, for sale hy
JOHN DENNIS.
this office at lowest price?.
o

A t a Great D iscount, for Three Months!
His stock is the largest in the State, containing more Dry
C o in e r's I n i t i a t o r y C o u n t i n g R o o m ,
Goods than any THREE STORES in town, and every
No 17 State street,
Is open day and evening for practical instruction in all the article will be sold at a Great Discount.
MERCHANTS
requisites of a merchant’s clerk. No class system. Stu
dents aided in procuring suitable employment. Navigation Will find it a great chanceto replenish, as you will get a
SMALL QUANTITY AS LOW A s YOU
in all its brandies, use of instruments, lunars, great circle
CAN GET A WHOLE STOCK!
sailing,§’c., ^‘c.,taught thoroughly.
The stock consists in part of the foliowing articles:
CLOAK GOODS.—Thibets of all colors and prices, of
PREMIUM AIR-TIGHT COOKING RANGE.
Five sizes—for wood or coal; tested fully by a large which we have a large lot, that will be sold at a great dis
number of scientific and practical men and women,to whom count. Also, a very large assortment of Alpaccas of all
he has permission to refer; awarded a Diploma at the last colors, Lyonese Cloths, Cashmeres, and Plaid Goods—all
Mechanics’ Fair, and pronounced decidedly superior to any which will he sold at a great discount, and no mistake.
DRESS GOODS.—Muslin DeLaines and Cashmeres;
ranges vet introduced. Manufactured and for sale, with
a large stock of hot-air furnaces, stoves, &c.. &c., at 25 we have a large assortment, which will be sold less than
ever offered before. Also, a large stock of Prints, which
Devonshire street, Boston, by
J MIN DEARBORN.
shall he closed at some price or other.
WOOLLENS.—Broadcloths of all colors and prices,
Q U I N C Y SS© U S E ,
Beaver Cloth, Cassiineres, Satinetts, red, white, yellow and
green Flannel—at the same great discount from former
q>
prices.
Kept on Strictly Temperance Principles,
SHAWLS .—We have the largest stock of nice and
cheap Shawls that can be found, consisting of all the styles
NO. 1, BRATTLE SQUARE,
now worn.
Opposite Brattle Street Church,
CARPETINGS.—In the Carpet Room, you will find
33 the largest lot of Carpets on the river, at a less price than
B O S T O N .
they ever come before.
Besides you will find nearly every article that is kept in a
S l o n s e Sob * S a l e .
PLEASANTLY situated on Lincoln street, Dry Goods Store. Bed Ticking, striped Shirting, Cotton
Flannel,
colored Cambrics, white Cambrics, Muslins of al
near the Common, with a good well of water
and convenient yard room, will be sold at a j kinds, Drillings, Bleached and Brown Denims, Ginghams,
j Apron checks, Silesias, Burlaps, Fagging, Alpacca Aprons,
bargain, if applied for soon.
Also, two lots of land on said street four j Painted Window Shinies, Parisiencs, White Linen, Laces,
rods front by ten rods deep, pleasantly situated for building. Edgings, brown Table Covers, white and colored do., white
and colored Damask, worsted Damask, Marine Feathers,
Enquire of the subscriber on the premises
Canvass and Radding, Kid Gloves, cashmere and silk do.,
HARLOW HARDEN,
M oisted Hose, cotton and lamb’s wool do., spool and skein
Or of B e n j a m i n C o o k , Esq.
Cotton, sewing Silk, Needles and Pins, Tape, Lin. Thread,
Gardiner, March, 1848.
34
Whale Fans, GreenBarage, Black Lace Veils, Picnic do.,
Dress
Silks, Vestings of all kinds, Silk and Cotton Pocket
F o r S a le .
HE Subscriber offers for sale a good Story and half Hdkfs., Black Silk do.. Gingham Neck-stocks, Cloak
house, beautifully situated in Pittston, about 3 minutes j Fringes, Dress I'ringes and Gimps, Window 1assels and
Wadding and1 Batting,
travel from the ferry. Said house is well finished and is I Cord,
r' ""i Mufflers, 0Suspenders,
....
D‘
‘Corded
... ' "'I
24 by 34—with an L 14 by 33, that contains a wash room, j Robes, &c.
We
have
on
hand
twenty
bales
of
Bleached
and
Brown
with"a good cistern, a good wood shed and stable large j
enough for a cow and horse. For further particulars call Sheetings, which will be sold less than Boston prices. We
have, as we always have had, a better Sheeting for 6 1-4
on the subscriber.
F . FIFIELLI)
cents than can he found elsewhere, although the traders will
Pittston, Feb. 29, 1848.
32
tell vou the contrary.
N. B. I am not going off, as part of the traders adver
T w o Farssss fo r S a le ,
They have to resort to some such method to sell any
NE of them situated in the town of Hallowell, about tise.
Goods;
but I mean to continue and sell yon Goods at a
one and a half miles from Pittston Ferry, containing uniform and
low price; not sell you one article less than
about forty-five acres of excellent land, well divided into" ! cost, and make
it up on another. We have every article
mowing, tillage and pasturage, and cuts 35 tons of hay an at a small cost throughout.
We have come out with this
nually—long known as the “ Ferrin Farm.” There is
_advertisement to let you know
we intend to do. I
the above farm a good story and a half house, new, andij*uvel.' arge stock, and think itwhat
to make a discount,
two barns. . r
laVCin‘ some cases a loss, in order best
■
.
,
.
j,...
.
t
.
o
i
'
and
to
run
it ,.r
down, so that■ I
>ne other farm, situated in Pittston, about 2 miles \ , ,, , .
, ,
-’„ . , .
Also one
^ *n good shape for Spring business. We always buy
from the Ferry, containing about 80 acres of good |anH(,
■on. iof k
v . and
anrl ,7,1,1
^'ge
cuts 30 tons
hay,
could easily he
be made
made Jto r.„t
cut dn„l,le
double!|mI111
,11 lots, and get Goods at less prices than our neighthat amount
"
bors, although every trader advertises his stock the largest
‘7On‘ the above farm
r
.
.
i
.
,,
1
and
of business
is a one story house, barn, and other
, cheapest.
.
^ No
, man, can carry
f on two kinds
,
..
outbuildings
"
| and get Ins Goods as cheap as the man who pays alt atten.
r
tion
to
one
branch,
and
keeps
the
run
of
Goods.
Ou both of the above farms, there is a thrifty
* ^ ; Mv
Mv Stnrp
UVHnw’s Row,
Rmv. HirDPtlv
Store is in OtLl
Odd Fellow’s
directly m
opposite the
young wood, which cannot fail to be very valuable at no Gardiner
Bank.
S. T. GUSHEE.
distant day.
26tf
A part of the purchase money will be required down, and Gardiner, Jan. 19, 1848.
on the remainder a liberal credit will be given, if desired.
B . C L A P ,
For further particulars apply to A. CLARK, Hallowell,
C H A R L E S
or the subscriber, in Pittston Village.
AVING
taken
the
corner
store in the B owm an
DAVID R. CLARK.
W : B l o c k , (opposite the old Grist Mill) offers for sale,
rittston, Feb. 25 1848.
31 tf
at fair prices,a good assortment of

Near the Flour Mills,—GARDINER, x
Me .
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